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ABSTRACT

A model-based high autonomy system employs a multiplicity of models at various
control layers to support the predefined system objectives. Such models differ in level of
abstraction and in formalism. Concepts and tools are needed to organize the models into
a coherent whole. This dissertation deals with the abstraction processes for systematic
derivation of related models through the use of system morphisms. The Systems Entity
Structure/Model Base (SES/MB) framework is employed as a foundation for model base
management. Morphism abstraction tools to support model construction and model base
consistency are developed.
Using the Discrete Event System Specification

~DEVS)

formalism an abstraction mech-

anism is implemented for mapping models of instruments into operational abstractions.
Such a mechanism carries out the formal homomorphism from a boundary-based DEVS
model to an event-based-control DEVS model.
Based on the instrument model abstraction mechanism, we develop a second mechanism for mapping a model-based task plan hierarchy into an isomorphic tree of model
abstractions that supports hierarchical task execution.

12

The morphism abstraction tools are integrated into the SES/MB framework so that
models can be constructed, validated, and organized into a coherent whole. The DEVSScheme knowledge-based, discrete event simulation environment is used to test the models
and tools in an autonomous laboratory application.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation and Goals

For years machines such as robots and other automatic control equipment have been
deployed to replace humans from hazardous and repetitive tasks. The successful deployment is leading to interests in expanding the applications to remote, hazardous, and
unstructured environments such as undersea operations, space exploration, toxic waste
disposal, etc. These application domains require the machines to contain significantly
enhanced self-determining capability, flexibility, and dexterity to perform a variety of
tasks under unpredictable conditions [1]. Realizing such autonomous machines requires
interdisciplinary research effort including such areas as control, communication theory,
computer science, especially AI, operations research, and biological cybernetics.
From an engineering perspective, achieving high autonomy requires the integration
and application of paradigms mainly from the control and AI fields. Emerging from the
control field, intelligent control is viewed as a new paradigm for solving control problems.
Meystel [2] points out that an intelligent system should be capable of dealing with a
number of complicated problems, such as perception, and a knowledge base for enabling
the system to not only interpret the results of perception, but also to determine strategies
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that guide the planner to generate proper control sequences. Requiring greater degrees of
autonomy from a system forces a more expanded view. Still within the control perspective,
Antsaklis et al. [3] recognized that to achieve autonomy, artificial intelligence is one,
among other, means to this end.
Criteria for artificial intelligence [4, 5] such as:
• the ability to exploit vast amount of knowledge, and know the limit of knowledge
and abilities,
• the tolerance of errorful, unexpected or wrong inputs,
• the ability to learn from the environment, and model the external world,
• the capability of adaptive, goal-oriented behavior, etc.
implicitly include autonomy. Robotics research is also realizing that autonomy requires
the integration of AI decision making components together with perception and action
components [6] as shown in Figure 1.1.
To include such diverse systems as planetary colonies, self-operating factories, and
telerobotic laboratories along with autonomous land and space vehicles in the autonomy
umbrella, we employ a definition used by NASA [7]:

Autonomy is the ability to function as an independent unit or element over an
extended period of time, performing a variety of actions necessary to achieve
pre-designated objectives while responding to stimuli produced by integrally
contained sensors.

15

- AItificial Intelligence

DECISION

-reasoning
-planning

- modelling

AcrlON

- actuators
-~rrectors

PERCEPTION

- vision
- sensing

Figure 1.1: Components of Autonomy.

A number of architectures for autonomous systems have been proposed. Saridis [8]
developed a three layer hierarchy (execution, coordination and management) for intelligent control which is supposed to reflect increasing intelligence with decreasing precision.
Antsaklis et al. [3] refined the hierarchy to an arbitrary number of layers, depending on
the particular application. Recently Albus [9, 10, 11] proposed a seven-level architecture
that characterizes the coupling of control and information at various layers. Each level
has its own task decomposition, sensory processing, world modeling, and value judgment
computing modules interconnected through a global memory module. Modules at one
level communicate with each other and with corresponding modules at higher and lower
levels. Moreover, modules such as task decomposition, world modeling, and sensory processing, etc. are hierarchically organized so as to provide multiple levels of resolution
and integration in space and time. The Albus architecture provides a better understanding of the nature of autonomous systems. However, many details remain unspecified,
particularly of interest here, the role of models.
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Zeigler and Chi [33] proposed a model-based architecture (Figure 1.2) in which knowledge is encapsulated in the form of models that are employed at the various control layers
to support the predefined system objectives. Some of the tasks supported by models are
listed under three primary control layers [8]:

• management
- action planning (plan development, plan evaluation)
- FDIR (fault detection, diagnosis, isolation, and repair)
• coordination
- path planning
- scheduling
- control
- FDIR
• execution
- object identification
- manipulation
- navigation
- operation
- FDIR

17

MANAGEMENT
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COORDINATION

EXECUTION

B
I

MODru

I

Figure 1.2: Model-based Architecture.

The model-based architecture recognizes that an autonomous system must maintain
models in a variety of formalisms and at various levels of abstraction. Lower control layers
are more likely to employ conventional differential equation models with symbolic models
more prevalent at higher layers. A key requirement is the systematic development and
integration of dynamic and symbolic models at the different layers. In this way, traditional
control theory, where it is applicable, can be interfaced with AI techniques, where they
are necessary. The research represented by this dissertation is to develop abstraction
morphisms to construct and organize the models into a coherent whole, and to apply the
advances in general multifacetted model base management [32] to the autonomous system
domain. A morphism is a relation which establishes a correspondence between systems
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whereby features such as transition and output functions of the one system are preserved
in the other [23]. A complete definition will be given in Chapter 2.
More specifically, the goals of this dissertation are
1. to develop morphism abstraction tools to support model construction and model
base consistency. Morphism classes to be developed are domain specific as follows:

(a) a morphism class for mapping models of laboratory instruments to the operational abstractions for event-based control [28], and
(b) a morphism class for mapping a task plan hierarchy into an isomorphic tree of
model abstractions.

2. to integrate the morphism abstraction tools into the System Entity Structure/Model

Base framework [29] which serves as the foundation for model base management in
this research.

1.2

Method of Approach

This research employs the System Entity Structure/Model Base (SES/MB) framework
(Figure 1.3) as a foundation for multifacetted model base management. A multifacetted
model base may contain a variety of models and associated formalisms [29] that are
organized with the help ofthe system entity structure (SES) which directs the synthesis of
models from components in the model base. SES-based model base management has been
implemented in the DEVS-Scheme simulation environment [15, 16, 27, 29, 30]. DEVSScheme is based on the DEVS, (Discrete Event System Specification), a system-theory
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based formalism supporting hierarchical, modular model construction and manipulation
[26,27,29]. (See Appendix A for an introduction to DEVS-Scheme.)

•

SYSTEM ENTITY STRUCTURE BASE
••••• ,' ••• :>.

prune
entity
structures I--and
save

pruned
entity
structures

transform
I.

retrIeve

•

model
structures

MODELBASE •

working
memory

Figure 1.3: The System Entity Structure/Model Base (SES/MB) Environment.

The SES is defined as a labeled tree which is characterized formally in terms of five
axioms -

uniformity, alternating mode, strict hierarchy, valid brothers, and attached

variables [29]. It contains three types of nodes: entities, aspects and specializations. The

entities of the entity structure refer to conceptual components of reality for which models
may reside in the model base. Also associated with entities are slots for attribute knowledge representation. An entity may have several aspects, each denoting a decomposition
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and therefore having several children entities. Associated with an aspect is coupling information needed to interconnect the children entities of that aspect. An entity may also
have several specializations, each representing a classification of the possible variants of
the entity. The interaction of decomposition, coupling and taxonomic relations in an SES
affords a compact specification for organizing and generating the possible configurations
of a system to be designed [17, 19,20]. To generate a candidate design, pruning reduces.
the SES to a so-called pruned entity structure (PES). Such structures are derived from
the governing structure by a process of selecting from alternatives wherever such choices
are presented. Not all choices may be selected independently. Once some alternatives are
chosen, some options are closed and others are enabled. Moreover, rules may be associated
with the entity structure to further reduce the set of feasible configurations [18]. A PES
directs the synthesis of a hierarchical simulation model under the transform procedure.
Models of atomic entities, i.e., leaves in the PES, in the model base are retrieved, replicated and coupled together in a hierarchical fashion to form successive levels of coupled
models. Once transformed, the hierarchical simulation model is ready to be simulated
and evaluated relative to the modeler's objectives. As shown in Figure 1.3, pruned entity
structures are stored along with the SES in files form the entity structure base.
Refinements in the SES/MB framework have been developed in support of multifacetted system design, specifically for autonomous space-borne laboratory automation
[29, 31]. Such refinements include partitioned system entity structures and context sensitive pruning that support model reusability, model base coherence and evolvability,
and system configurability [14, 32]. The partitioning of an SES into components entity
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structures is akin to decomposition of models into components, only at a higher level of
representation (each SES represents a family of models for its root entity rather than a
single one). In pruning, a partitioned SES can be plugged in provided that its root entity
is a leaf entity in the SES under pruning. Context sensitive pruning allows the user to
generate different copies of pruned entity structures for use in different contexts from
the partitioned SES which is plugged in to replace a multiply occurring entity. On the
contrary, context insensitive pruning generates only one copy of pruned entity structure
to uniformly replace all occurrences of a multiply occurring entity. We shall see that
partitioning of SESs and the use of abstraction morphisms to be developed are crucial
to achieving model base coherence and evolvability in Chapter 6. Model base coherence
is the ability to maintain consistency of models with each other when modifications are
made or new models are added to the model base. Model base coherence is necessary for
evolvability, the ability to conveniently extend and modify the model base.

This research seeks to develop abstraction morphisms for systematic derivation of related models in a multifacetted model base. The approach to implementing the morphisms
is based on the object-oriented programming concepts. In the object-oriented paradigm,
a software system is decomposed into subsystems based on objects. Computation is done
by objects exchanging messages among themselves. The paradigm enhances software
maintainability, extensibility and reusability [29].
In an object-oriented program, each object has its own variables and procedures (called

methods) to manipulate these variables. Only the methods owned by the object can access
and change the values of its variables. Objects are not defined individually, but by means
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of a class definition that provides a template for generating instances, each an identical
copy of a basic prototype.
Building on the basis of SCOOPS (Scheme Object-Oriented Programming System)
[37], we define classes of morphisms. A morphism class realizes the abstraction relationship between classes of models in DEVS-Scheme. From such a morphism class we can
generate various instances, each not only relating one model to its lumped version but
also having methods to actually construct the lumped model.
The DEVS-Scheme knowledge-based, discrete event simulation environment is used to
perform this research and to illustrate the use of the models and tools in an autonomous
laboratory application.

1.3

Organization of The Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides a brief review on multifacetted modeling methodology and morphism concepts needed for application to model abstraction. The model abstraction
approach to deriving DEVS models for use in event-based control is discussed. Chapter
3 presents the organizational principles of model bases in high autonomy systems. A
space-borne robot managed laboratory example is illustrated. Chapter 4 presents the
implementation of a morphism class from forward-models to table-models, two classes
in DEVS-Scheme for specifying models of devices such as laboratory instruments and
their operational abstractions, respectively. This implementation is based on the model
abstraction approach discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 5, a model-based support of
task execution hierarchy is presented. The model-based task planning approach is briefly

- - - - - _ ...
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reviewed. Then the implementation of a morphism class for mapping a task plan hierarchy into an isomorphic tree of model abstractions is described. Chapter 5 concludes by
discussing the testing of the morphism implementation. Chapter 6 shows how the partitioning of SESs and the use of abstraction morphisms support model base coherence.
The extension of the SES/MB environment is described. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this
dissertation by summarizing the results, showing the main contributions and considering
some directions of further research.
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CHAPTER 2
MULTIFACETTED MODEL/KNOWLEDGE BASES

2.1

Introduction

Multifacetted modeling methodology recognizes the need for a multiplicity of models
to support system objectives. These models, differing in level of abstraction and in formalism, may be ordered along different dimensions. This chapter first briefly reviews the
multifacetted modeling methodology. The morphism concepts for application to model
abstraction are then described. Finally, to illustrate the model-based approach, the model
abstractions for event-based control are presented ..

2.2

Review of Multifacetted Modeling Methodology

Multifacetted modeling methodology recognizes that models may be ordered along different dimensions: specifica.tion, aggregation, and abstraction. Although these dimensions
refer to distinct ordering principles, they are highly correlated. We now briefly review the
concepts of specification, aggregation, and abstraction [26].
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2.2.1

Levels of System Specification

Considering a real system as a black box, there is a hierarchy of levels [26] at which
models may be constructed ranging from the purely behavioral -

in which the model

claims to represent only the observed input/output behavior of the system, up the strongly
structural -

in which much is claimed about preserving the structure of the system.

Simulation is recognized as the process of moving in the structure-to-behavior direction.
Thus, simulation models are usually placed at the higher levels of structure and they
embody many postulated mechanisms to generate the behavior of interest. In contrast,
behavior descriptions obtained by for example, curve fitting [22], represent lowest level
models. Model construction from a given behavior to a unique structure requires justifying
conditions for its validity [23,26]. This is so since many structures may exhibit the same
behavior. Corresponding to each level of system specification, is a morphism that encodes
structure and behavior equivalence of a pair of models at that level.

2.2.2

Levels of Aggregation

Models in a multifacetted model base may be constructed at different levels of aggregation. Aggregation usually refers to replacing a group of variables by an aggregate

quantity such as their sum. Disaggregation is the inverse process of breaking out a variable into a group of other variables. The level of aggregation is jointly determined by
the objectives at hand, the available knowledge, and the given resource/time constraints.
Available domain knowledge places a lower limit on the aggregation limit - in principle,

~

~.-------.---.--~---
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one could always select an appropriate base model which characterizes the level of resolution and accuracy of interest to him [21, 24]. Likewise, since as resolution increases, the
complexity of the model almost always rapidly increases, time and money determine how
much disaggregation can be considered.

2.2.3

Levels of Abstraction

Abstraction is a relation on models that may be expressed in different representations.
It involves not only a reduction in model components and interaction, but also the reduction in behavioral complexity of the model. Thus abstraction subsumes aggregation as a
special case which relies solely on clustering. Multifacetted modeling methodology recognizes the need for a multiplicity of abstractions to support system objectives [26]. These
partial models, being oriented to specific objectives, are more computationally tractable,
more understandable, and easier to develop than comprehensive multipurpose models
[26,41,43,44]. Also, the multiplicity of abstracted models may provide an evolutionary
path for the modeling process if models evolves from one to another as more domain
knowledge is gained. Fishwick [42,43,44] has extended process abstraction concepts and
implemented a simulation system that is able to switch between levels within a simulation
run. Although the need for multiple levels of abstraction has been recognized in mainstream AI [53, 54], there has been little consideration of the importance the morphism
concept to this issue. Much recent research has focused on derivation of abstract knowledge from deep domain knowledge for problem solving [49, 52] and schemes for device or
process analysis at multiple levels ofresolution (abstraction) [50, 51].
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Benjamin et al. [55] have stressed the need for good representations and ability to
change from one representation to another to simplify the tasks of perception, identification, motion planning and execution. Keller et al. [56, 57] have developed means for
compiling special purpose rule sets from more general knowledge representations of complex systems. However, these approaches lack criteria for valid abstraction. Such criteria
are imposed by an explicit statement of the kind of morphic relation to be preserved relative to the objectives at hand. Sevinc [61] developed a means to support automation of
simplification of discrete event models. The simplification tools use observation data from
simulation runs of the original model to generate the lumped model that preserves validity
under experimental conditions of interest. The simplification approach is intended to provide faster running lumped models rather than more understandable models. However,
abstraction can provide both. Also, this empirical approach does not address the problem
of maintaining consistency of related models. Meanwhile, Sevinc and Foo [62] proposed
a state classification algorithm to group base model states into classes which in turn act
as states for the lumped model. Conceptually this algorithm can be used to generated
lumped models at different levels of abstraction as desired. However, it is critical that the
modeler must choose an appropriate measure of proximity between states which serves
as the criteria for clustering states. Sevinc and Foo recognized the need for facilities for
discovering such proximity measures, but they did not provide any approach to this issue.
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2.8

Morphism and Model Base Concepts

The concept of homomorphism between models is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Generally,
a state correspondence between base and lumped models must be preserved under transitions and outputs. Morphisms differ in such details as the nature of the state correspondence and the lengths of micro-state transition sequences corresponding to macro-state
transitions [26]. Informally, a generalized homomorphism (or system morphism) involves
a triple (hi, ha, ho) of mappings of the input segment, state, and output sets of the base
model to the respective counterparts of the lumped model, which together preserve the
transition and output functions of the models [23]. The preservation requirements can be
schematized by the so-called commutative diagrams shown in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2a,
we start the base model in one of the states qo in a restricted subset of its state set.
The mapping ha yields a corresponding state in the lumped model

q~

= ha(qo). We then

inject an input segment w into the base model and its corresponding version hi(W) into
the lumped model sending them to the states qn and qn', respectively. These states also
correspond under h a • In Figure 2.2b, when the base model is in state q and the lumped
model is in corresponding state q' = ha(q), the output values observed in these states are

y and Y', respectively; the value Y'is also obtained by decoding Y with mapping ho, that
is y' = ho(Y). In applications we are often interested in homomorphisms between systems
described over the same observational base, i.e., the same time base, input value set, and
output value set. In such cases, hi and ho are identity mappings and ha is said to be a
homomorphism. See [23,26] for more details .

.
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Figure 2.3 depicts the objectives driven approach [26] to model development based
on such morphisms. Here, a relatively complex simulation base model is abstracted into
simplified models, oriented to planning, operation, diagnosis, or other objectives. The
strategies derived from such models can be tested against the base model by simulation
before they are applied to the real system.
To illustrate the model-based approach, we consider event-based models that are intended to guide robotic operation of instruments in the execution of typical laboratory
procedures such as filling, mixing, heating, etc. The theoretical basis of such event-based
control was developed in [28, 29]. Basically, a device such as syringe is outfitted with
finite-state sensors which divide its state space into a finite output partition. The system
will go through a predetermined sequence of states as reported by sensor readings. The
control logic will, as each boundary crossing is achieved, issue a control action, Le., send
an appropriate input to the system, in order to move it to the next desired boundary.
Rather than continuously monitor the state trajectory, for each step in the sequence,
the controller has a time window in which it expects the appropriate sensor response to
confirm the expected boundary crossing. We will see examples later.
The model abstractions proceed as follows: A continuous base, or reference model of a
device is developed and abstracted into a discrete event model. The abstraction is based
on homomorphic preservation of the device input-output behavior where inputs are operation commands to the device and outputs are responses of finite-state sensors attached
to the device to observe its state. Selection of controls and sensors must reflect the operation objective. The discrete event model abstracts micro-state transitions from the
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continuous model and replaces them by nominal times taken for macro-state transitions
(which correspond to crossing of sensor thresholds).
A further abstraction of the normal operation model of a device serves as the model for
event-based control. For each macro-state transition, there is a window which brackets its
nominal time consumption. This window is essential since it allows for normal deviations
in the operation of the device; a device transition time falling outside the window means
the device is faulty. This model also facilitates a computationally feasible planner to
develop time-optimal paths from initial to goal states. Such a time-optimal path is the
"control law" followed by the event-based controller [29].
Note that in contrast to the multifacetted modeling approach, operation, diagnosis,
repair, planning, and other model uses could be supported by a single comprehensive
model of the autonomous system's environment. However, such a model would be extremely unwieldy to develop and lead to intractable computations in practice. Instead,
the multifacetted modeling methodology advocates a multiplicity of partial models to
support system objectives. Such models differ in level of abstraction and in formalism.
This leads to sets of overlapping and redundant representations. Thus, concepts and tools
are needed to organize such representations into a coherent whole. Structure and behavior preserving morphisms from model theory [23, 26, 29] can connect models at different
levels of abstraction so that they can be developed to be consistent with each other and
can be consistently modified.
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2.4

Model Abstractions

This section further elaborates the model abstractions mentioned above. First, we
review the DEVS formalism for specifying discrete event systems in a modular and hierarchical manner.

2.4.1

DEVS Formalism

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism introduced by Zeigler [23J
provides a means of specifying a mathematical object called a system.
A DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) is a structure:

M

= (X,

S, Y, 8infl 8e:Z: h A, ta)

where
X is the input value set.

S is the sequential state set.

Y is the output set.
8int : S - S, the internal transition function.
8e:z: t : Q

X

X - 8, the external transition function

where Q is the total state set = {(s,e)ls E 8,0:5 e:5 ta(s)}.

ta : 8 - Rci,oo' the time advance function.
A : S - Y, the output function.
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Basically, a discrete event system has a· continuous time base but inputs and state
transitions occur only in discontinuous jumps. A jump can be thought of as triggered by
an event, and these events can occur arbitrarily separated from each other. The input
segments are constrained to so-called DEVS segments [26], i.e., at some arbitrary time
instances a change in input value (an input event) occurs, and between these instances
there are no events. The output trajectories are also discrete event segments and the state
trajectories are piecewise constant segments. The external transition function specifies
how a discrete event system changes state when an input event occurs while the internal
transition function specifies to which next state the system will transmit after the scheduled time to next state has elapsed. Specifically, assume that a discrete event system
enters the state s at time t. Then after an elapsed time e, where O:S; e:S; ta(s), an input
event with value x occurs. The system immediately responds to the external event, enters
the new state s' =

oe:ct (s,

e, x), and schedules ta( s') time units for next internal transition.

On the other hand, if there are no external events which occurred between time t and
t + ta(s), then the system will produce an output according to

.x and move to new state

s' = Oint(S) at time t + ta(s).

2.4.2

Mapping Continuous State Models into DEVS Models

We now review the approach to constructing a discrete event abstraction from a continuous state model [26,29]. To be concrete, we assume a deterministic continuous system
modeled with conventional differential equation techniques. Moreover, we assume that
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the continuous system receives input stimulations which are piecewise constant time functions (sequences of step functions), and the continuous system is outfitted with a finite
set of threshold-type sensors to observe its outputs.
With these assumptions we first show how to partition the continuous state space into a
set of mutually exclusive output blocks. By assumption, the continuous system's outputs
are determined by a conjunction of threshold-type sensors. Thus, for each continuous
state, some of the sensors will be above threshold, others will not. For a finite set of
sensors, each with a finite set of states, we have a finite set of output states which is the
cross product of the sensor state sets. The number of sensors and sensor states should
be introduced as needed to reflect the normal operation so that the partition, with a
minimal set of output states, represents the coarsest valid continuous state reduction that
is behaviorally equivalent to the original system. This reduces the complexity (size) of
the resulting discrete event abstraction. Since the output set is finite, it partitions the
state space into a finite set of mutually exclusive blocks, each an equivalent class of states
yielding the same output. Note that the partition boundaries are sets of points where
output values change.
We now outline the approach to constructing a DEVS model to represent such a
system. A complete discussion is given in [26,29]. Let us follow the state trajectory of the
continuous system starting from some state qc (the subscript c stands for continuous.)
residing in some output partition block as shown in Figure 2.4. Since by assumption,
input to the continuous system is piecewise constant, let the current input value be x.
Then there are two events which can occur next: a) the state reaches, and just crosses, the
.......
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boundary of the partition block containing qc, or b) the input changes to another constant
value

x', before the boundary is

reached. The first case is modeled as an internal event

in the DEVS model; the second as an external event. Let a typical sequential state of the
DEVS model be a pair (qc, x) which represents the current state of the modeled system and
its current input value; First, let us consider an internal event. The time advance function

ta( qc, x) is defined as the time taken to cross the boundary of the partition block containing
qc. Let

q~

be the state "just over" the boundary, belonging to the newly reached partition

block, reached by the continuous system in time ta( qc, x). Correspondingly, started in
state (qc, x), the DEVS model will remain in this state for a period ta( qc, x), after which it
will output the value ).( qc, x), transit to state 8int( qc, x) =

(q~, x),

and determine the next

internal transition from state (q~, x) in exactly the same manner as that from (qc, x). The
output function ).(qc,x) is defined as the output of the original system in state q~, namely
the output value characteristic of the partition block the system resides in. Note that the
DEVS model outputs a new value at exactly the time points at which the original system
crosses an output partition boundary.
Let us follow the state trajectory of the continuous system from the state

q~.

This

time, before the next boundary is reached, the input to the system changes to a constant
value x, after an elapsed time e, where 0 :5 e :5 ta( q~, x). This change in input is modeled
as an external event in the DEVS model. Accordingly, its external transition function
8e:J:t( (q~, x), e, x') is defined as (q~, x') where q~ is the state in which the continuous system

would find itself having received a constant input x for a time e. Since the continuous
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system remains in the same output partition block, the DEVS model does not produce
an output at the corresponding external transition.
As indicated, the DEVS model behaves in step with the continuous system: The
DEVS model fully captures the input-output behavior of the continuous system, but not
necessarily all of its internal structure. The DEVS model is related to the continuous
system by a homomorphism in which a correspondence between the states of the two
systems is preserved under corresponding transition and output operations.
The mapping approach just outlined suggests that state space partitioning and input
trajectory segmentation are crucial for abstracting DEVS representations from continuous
state models. However, it does not tell us how to do such segmentation and partitioning.
Most of the time, the event identification involves a good knowledge representation of the
physical system to be studied. Fishwick and Zeigler [45] suggest some heuristics for event
identification of a complex process such as locating significant changes in input, output
and state trajectories, considering all boundary conditions, etc.

2.4.3

Using DEVS Models of Processes to Construct Event-based Control Models

It is quite straightforward to construct DEVS models employing the event-based logic

for controlling processes having DEVS representations. As discussed above, the process
to be controlled is outfitted with finite-state sensors which divide its state space into a
finite output partition. In event-based control, we take the control task as moving the
state from an initial position on a given boundary to a sequence of boundaries as reported

-~---.
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by sensor readings. The control logic will issue a control action as each boundary crossing
is achieved, i.e., send an appropriate input to the process, in order to move it to the
next desired boundary. For the use of DEVS in event-based control, we use a special
case of DEVS representation by allowing inputs to change only at boundary crossings,
we call this representation a boundary-based DEVS. This is the first stage of a two stage
process shown in Figure 2.5. In the second stage we map the boundary-based DEVS into
a lumped model usable for event-based control.

2.4.3.1

Boundary-Based DEVS

We now show how to define a boundary-based DEVS model.

Recall that in the

continuous-to-DEVS construction a typical state of the DEVS model is a pair (qc,x)
where qc is the process state i.e., the state of the continuous process at the last event
(either internal or external) and x is the value of the last external input event. We
see that to validly represent a continuous system of the type described in the previous
section by a DEVS model, we need to construct the functions ta( qc, x) (time ad vance function), Oint(qc,x) (internal transition function), and Oe:ct((qc,x),e, x') (external transition
function). The DEVS model employs its time advance function and internal transition
function to predict the time and state of the next boundary crossing; it also employs its
external transition function to update its state when a change in input regime occurs.
Now we allow inputs to change only at the time points at which the continuous state
trajectory crosses a boundary of a partition block. Correspondingly, in the DEVS model
state transitions only occur at boundary crossings. A typical state can then be extended
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to be (b, qc, x) reflecting the current partition block boundary b on which qc resides. (In
fact, the boundary specifies the range of qc to be tolerated in sensor measurements under
normal operating conditions.) Consequently, the internal transition function takes the
form: Oint(b,qc,x)

= (b',cIc,x) where q~ E b' , i.e., takes a process state qc on a boundary b

to a process state q~ on another boundary b' . Similarly, the external transition function is
defined as oe:z:t( (b, qc, x), 0, x')

= (b, qc, x') (where e = 0 since external events can occur only

just after internal events). Here we allow no immediate change in vector state qc due to
a change in input. Finally, for the output function we require that >.(b, qc, x)

= >.(b, q~, x)

for all qc, q~ E b. This is satisfied by the continuous-to-DEVS construction in which sensor
readings are invariant along partition boundaries.
Let us now examine the role of a pair (b, x) where b is a boundary of a partition block
that the process state reached and x is the current input, which is supposed to take the
process state on b to another boundary. Recall that in constructing a DEVS model, we
consider internal and external events. An internal event occurs when the process state
reaches, and just crosses, a boundary of a partition block while an external event occurs
when there is a change in input regime. We see that an event arises at qualitatively
significant points along the continuous state trajectory at which a change either in b or in

x occurs. These events together partition the state trajectory into sections, each being a
set of contiguous states, is called a phase. The continuous process makes a phase transition
at the event times at which either a new boundary is reached or a change in input occurs.
Thus, a pair (b, x) determines a phase of the continuous process. Accordingly, (b, x) plays
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the role of phase in atomic-models implementation of DEVS models. Appendix A shows
that such models are based on a state that contains phase among other state variables.
To summarize: a boundary-based DEVS is a DEVS
M = (X, S, Y,

binh be:Z:h ..\,

ta)

where X, ta are as before, and

S c B

X

Rn

X

X where B is a finite family of subsets of a real vector space

Rnj

each such subset b is called a boundary, where for all (b, qCI x) E S :::} qc E b.

Y is a finite set of outputs.
with the restrictions that:
1. The stored input value does not change under internal transition:

2. There is no immediate change in vector state due to a change in input:

3. All elements of a boundary yield the same output:

..\(b, qc, x) = ..\(b, q~, x) for all qc, q~ E b.
for all (b,qc,x) E S, x, E X.

2.4.3.2

Boundary Characterization

Before we present examples, let us turn to characterize the output partition boundaries.
Assume that the original state space is a finite dimensional real vector space. We first
consider the independent sensors case. In this case, we put a threshold sensor on each
state variable. Thus each dimension of the state space is partitioned independently into
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intervals forming a cellular grid. The boundaries between adjacent partition block (cells
in the grid) can then easily be characterized. For example, the partition blocks look
like rectangles in 2-dimensional (2D) and like boxes in 3-dimensional (3D) vector spaces,
etc. The boundaries in 2D vector spaces are the edges such as 5 < x < 10, y

= 3 of

the rectangles, and in 3D vector spaces they are the planar surfaces such as 5 < x <
10, Y

= 3,

°<

z < 4 of the boxes. In n-dimensional vector spaces, we can just think of

one dimension, e.g.,

Xi,

changing at a time. Thus, the boundaries can be described in the

form of:

Generally a boundary is a subset of the original state space. Once we have the boundary
descriptions, the differential equations can then be simulated to get the times from points
on one boundary to points on a next one.
As an example, consider a fluid handling system with two sensors, full- and empty-,
responding to two levels of liquid called FULL-LEVEL and EMPTY-LEVEL. Given the
liquid level and the fill (or empty) rate, we can easily compute the time to reach the
boundaries. Therefore, we model a change of the fill (or empty) rate as an external event.
Internal events occur when the liquid level reaches FULL-LEVEL or drops to EMPTYLEVEL. Figure 2.6 shows a possible partition of the state trajectory of the fluid handling
system along with a phase trajectory. Here a phase maps to a liquid level and an input,
which takes the liquid from one level to another. Accordingly, the phases are characterized
as follows:
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empty

~

(level= empty-level, fill rate = 0)

filling

~

(level= empty-level, fill rate = xI),

over-filling

~

(level= full-level, fill rate = x I)

full

~

(level= full-level, fill rate = 0)

emptying

~

(level= full-level, fill rate = x e ),

under-emptying

~

(level= empty-level, fill rate = xe ),

x I is a positive constant.

Xe

is a negative constant.

Consider the filling process. Started at the liquid level EMPTY-LEVEL, the external
event fill-it, changing the fill rate from 0 to x I, switches phase empty to filling. The
next internal transition is scheduled to occur when the level reaches FULL-LEVEL. In
principle, there is a unique tilne ta(EMPTY-LEVEL,x I) for the level to reach FULLLEVEL. In practice, uncertainty in fill rate and in initial state would be taken into
account to provide some width of the filling time window. If the filling occurs normally,
the system will switch its phase from filling to over-filling that turns on the full-sensor
within the time window just determined. The confirmed sensor response then brings in
the stop command to shut off the influx and to cause the system to reach phase full. The
emptying process follows a similar control sequence from phase full to empty.
Now consider a sphere-based space travel example, which works for n-dimensional
vector spaces as well. Let there be a finite set of spheres, e.g., planets in space. For each
sphere there is a sensor which tells when the state has reached the sphere (like a space
ship landing on a planet). These sensors which share dimensions are dependent since if
the state is e.g., on moon then it is not on earth. The space between the spheres gives a
null output. The spheres together with the space between them form a partition of the
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state space. Now the surfaces of the spheres are the boundaries. Mathematically, the
surface of a 3-dimensional sphere which has center (xc, Yc, zc) and radius R, is given by

Similarly, the surface of a n-dimensional sphere is given by

Note that to define such a surface all dimensions are involved. In this case, a phase maps
to a sphere surface and an input, which we suppose takes a point on the surface to another
surface. So a phase might be one of the following:
earth

-10

(earth's surface, zero input),

earth-to-moon

-10

(earth's surface, go-to-moon),

earth-to-mars

-10

(earth's surface, go-to-mars).

where the earth's surface might be in the 3-dimensional form given by
(x - xc,earth)2 + (y - Yc,earth)2

+ (z -

zc,earth?

=R~arth'

Here the phase earth acts just like empty in the previous example; and an external event
with input value go-to-moon takes phase earth to phase earth-to-moon while another
external event with input value go-to-mars takes it to phase earth-to-mars. The differential
equations give the time it takes to get from any point on the earth's surface to a particular
point on the other planet's surface. Different parameters such as rocket power could give
different values for this. The minimum and maximum values bracket the time interval
allowed for such a trip.
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2.4.3.3

Homomorphism Definition

Before we continue to deal with the construction of a lumped model, we present the

DEVS homomorphism [23]. Let M

= (X ,S,Y,cint,Cext, A,ta) and M' = (X',S',Y',c'int,C'extt

N,ta') be legitimate DEVS models [23], where X

= X', Y = Y'.

A DEVS homomorphism

from M to M' is a map h such that
1. h: S ~ S',

and for all x EX,s E S, and (s,e) E Q

2. h(cext(s,e,x))

= c~xt(h(s),e,x),

3. h(Cint(S)) = c:nt(h(s)),
4. A(S) = A'(h(s)),

5. ta(s)

2.4.3.4

= ta'(h(s)).

Construction of Event-Bas ed-Control DEVS Using DEVS Homomorphism Concept

It is quite straightforward to use the phase trajectories of a boundary-based DEVS
model in event-based control. Recall that the event-based control logic observes each
boundary crossing of the process to be controlled and then issues an appropriate input
to the process in order to move it to the next desired boundary. The time and its
normal deviation taken to reach the next boundary is modeled as a time window in which
the controller expects the proper sensor responses to confirmed the expected boundary
crossing. As already indicated, the boundary crossings are modeled as internal events
in the DEVS model while input changes are modeled as external events. These events
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demarcate phase boundaries. For controlling the process having a DEVS representation,
the event-based logic moves through the phase trajectory of its DEVS model, rather than
continuously monitoring its state trajectory.
Given a boundary-based DEVS model where a typical state is of the form (h, qc, x),
we intend to construct a lumped DEVS model with states just being phases in the form

(h, x), i.e., the mapping h will be of the form h(h, qc, x) = (h, x). Such a lumped model
serves as the model for event-based control. Therefore it is termed event-based-control
model. An event-based-control DEVS is a DEVS

M = (X, S, Y, Oint, Oe:z:t, A, ta)
where X, A are as before, and

S=B

X, where B is a finite set of elements, each is called a boundary.

X

Y is a finite set of outputs.

ta : S

-+

Rd,oo x Rd,oo' i.e., ta(s)

= [r, r1, where r, r' E Rd,oo and r ::; r'.

subject to the constraints:
1. The internal transition does not change the stored input:

Oint(h,x)

= (h',x).

2. There is no change in boundary due to a change in input:

oe:z:t«h, x), 0, x') = (h, x').
for all (h,x) E S, x' E X.
Note that the event-based-control DEVS allows a time advance to be an interval (time
window) rather than a single number as in ordinary DEVS.
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Let M

= (X,S,Y,6int!6 e3:h>.,ta) be a boundary-based DEVS where a typical state is of

the form (b,qc,x) and M' = (X',S',Y',6'in,,6'uh>",ta') be an event-based-control DEVS
with states in the form (b,x), where X' = X, B' = B so S' = B

X

X, and Y'

= Y.

A homomorphic mapping from M to M' requires that all qc in a boundary b go to the
same next boundary b' under the same input value. This enables us to abstract out qc,
while preserving the boundary-to-boundary behavior. As illustrated at the second stage
of Figure 2.5, the internal transition from boundary b1 to b2 takes a process state qc,l in b1
to a process state qc,2 in b2. If all qc in b1 go to b2 under input value xl, the boundary-toboundary transition is seen to be determined by b1 and xl independently of the particular
element qc,l chosen from the boundary b1. Thus we simplify such a transition into an
internal transition from lumped state (b1, xl) to (b2, xl) in the event-based-control model
at stage 3 of Figure 2.5.
Given a boundary-based DEVS model M we construct an event-based-control DEVS
model M' with a mapping h such that

h: S ~ S', given by h(b,qc, x)

= (b,x) where qc E b for all (b,qc,x) E S,

satisfies the following:
1. preservation of transition functions

This requires that all qc in b go to the same b' under x.

This requires that all qc in b go to the same b' under x'. It is satisfied by the
requirement 6e:r:t((b, qc, x), 0, x')

= (b, qc, x') made for boundary-based DEVS.
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2. preservation of output functions

This requires that all % in b yield the same output. It is satisfied by the requirement

'>'(b,qc,x) =

'>'(b,q~,x)

made for boundary-based DEVS.

3. ta(b, qc, x) E ta'(h(b, qc, x)).
for all (b,qc,x) E S,x' E X
Here the mapping h is required to be a standard DEVS homomorphism except for a
change due to the time advance function of M' being a time window.
If h satisfies the above requirements, then we can continue to define M' as

• O~xt«b,x),O,x~

• ta'(b,x)

= (b,x')

= [min{ta(b,qc,x)},max{ta(b,qc, x)}],

where the min and max operators are taken over all qc in b.

for all (b,qc,x) E S, x' E X.
We can easily show that M' is 1) well defined1 and 2) satisfies the requirements for
an event-based-control DEVS model. We can summarize the foregoing construction as
follows:

1 A function is well defined if it produces a unique image for each element of its domain. A DEVS
model is well defined if all of its functions are well defined.

..-

-.---.-- . - - -
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Given a boundary-based DEVS M = (X,S,Y,oint,Oe:r:t,).,ta) satisfying the boundary
coherence condition:

't/x E X, b E B

then

b' = b"

We can construct an event-based-control DEVS M' = (X',S',Y',o'int,O'e:r:t,>.',ta') that is

a homomorphic image of M under the mapping h where h(b,qc,x)

= (b,x).2

To understand the definition of ta' recall that the lumped model does not keep track
of the process state qc and the event-based controller knows the process state qc only
up to its being on a given boundary (Le., only from the sensor outputs). Thus the time
needed to wait for a sensor response to confirm the desired boundary crossing can only
be narrowed to lie between the smallest ta(b,qc,x) and the largest ta(b,qc,x) for all qc in

b.
Time windows of non-zero duration are also necessitated by the parameter variations
of the process under normal operating conditions. Thus we need to include sufficiently
many parameters in the DEVS model of the process to characterize both its normal
and abnormal operation. Such parameters are assigned nominal values corresponding
to normal operation in the real system. These parameter values should be taken into
account in determining the time windows as just indicated above. Wang and Cellier [48]
2We can also show that the boundary coherence condition is necessary for an event-based-control DEVS
to be constructed from the boundary-based DEVS. Defining ge7rqe <=> 3b E B, gel qe E b makes 7r as a
congruence [40].
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have presented an approach supporting the automated abstraction of the time windows
directly from continuous system simulation models. The time windows are obtained from
a series of continuous system simulation run by varying the parameters of a process within
the range of normal operating conditions.

2.5

Summary

This chapter first provided a brief review of the multifacetted modeling methodology.
The homomorphism concepts needed for application to model abstraction were described.
We then presented model abstractions, from a continuous state model to the DEVS models
for use in event-based control. Based on this theory, we will present an abstraction
mechanism for mapping models of devices to operational abstractions for event-based
control in Chapter 4. Before doing this, we turn to the organizational principles for
model bases of high autonomy systems in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
MODEL BASES IN HIGH AUTONOMY SYSTEMS

3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the organizational principles of model bases in high autonomy
systems. The endomorphic modeling concept introduced by Zeigler [29] is first reviewed.
As a concrete example, we present a space-borne robot-managed laboratory environment
whose model base is organized using the SESjMB framework.

3.2

Endomorphic Modeling

To cope with real world situations, modeling of high autonomy systems must be able
to represent not only their decision making capabilities, but also the models on which
such capabilities are based. Zeigler [29] points out that the use of internal models plays
a key role for valid representations of high autonomy systems. For a high autonomy
system to reflect upon its situation in the environment, it must be able to internally
model its environment including itself. Moreover, simulation models of such systems
must incorporate external models of reality in order to be able to test how well that
modeled systems perform in their environment.
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The model base of a high autonomy system may contain

• models of decision-making components,
• internal models on which its decision making capabilities are based. Such capabilities

include operations, diagnosis, planning, etc., and
• external models which are employed to model the environment in which it operates,

pieces of equipment it may operate, and its physical components such as the motion
subsystem, whose time characteristics need to be known for navigation.

Zeigler [29] used the term endomorphy to refer to objects (systems, models, agents)
in which some sub-objects use models of other sub-objects. An endomorphic simulation
model might contain an agent and environment ·such that the agent has, and uses, a
model of the environment and models of (parts of) itself in its decision making. Such
self-embedding agents are termed endomorphic agents.

3.3

Robot Managed Laboratory Example

As a concrete example of a high autonomy system, we consider a space-borne laboratory environment to be operated by robots. A partitioned entity structure base for this
system is shown in Figure 3.1. The notation used in this Figure is defined in the following
section.

------_ .. _----------------::-::---=-=---- -
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Figure 3.1: Entity structure base for an autonomous space-borne laboratory.
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3.3.1

SES Representation of the Laboratory

The space-borne robot managed laboratory environment is implemented as a centrally
coordinated structure containing a SPACE model as coordinator, and OBJECTS as components [29,31]. The SPACE model maintains the overall spatial relations of OBJECTS.
As shown at the top left-hand corner of Figure 3.1, the entity SRL (Space-borne Robotmanaged Laboratory) is decomposed into SPACE and OBJECTS under the aspect, sridec. Here OBJECTS are defined as a multiple entity. The triple vertical lines connecting
OBJECTS and OBJECT represent a special type of decomposition called multiple decomposition. A multiple decomposition is used to represent entities whose number may
vary. Each OBJECT is specialized into ROBOT and INSTRUMENT under the specialization, obj-spec, shown with a double line. Each ROBOT is in turn decomposed into
COGNITION, MOTION, SENSE, and IMAGE subsystems. The MOTION subsystem
keeps track of a ROBOT's motion information such as position, direction, speed, etc.
It accepts such motion commands as move, change-speed, etc. from the COGNITION

subsystem. When a robot changes its position, the MOTION subsystem sends its new
location and direction to the SPACE model. A ROBOT receives and sends messages
via its SENSE (sensory) subsystem. The IMAGE subsystem is employed to generate an
OBJECT's image in response to external visual interrogations.
The COGNITION subsystem is also implemented as centrally coordinated structure
consisting of a SELECTOR as coordinator, and MPUS (Model-Plan Units) as components. MPUS is also an example of a multiple entity from which varying numbers of
instances can be generated. The MPUs comprising the robot's cognition system are of
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two kinds: those specialized for carrying out specific tasks and those that carry out more
general tasks involving communication, motion, vision, co-operation, etc. Among the first
category, TASK MPUs employ event-based control logic to interact with models of real
objects. A TASK MPU is either a specialist in operating a specific INSTRUMENT it has models of its associated INSTRUMENT on which to base the operation of the
INSTRUMENT and to diagnose faults if breakdowns occur, or a specialist for performing
a specific ACTION using the same design principle. The latter is an example of endomorphism. It is the morphism between the MOTION subsystem and the models of actions,
such as MOVE, PLUG, etc. employed in performing particular tasks such as planning
and control. Here a ROBOT's cognition subsystem contains models of the ROBOT own
MOTION subsystem.
INSTRUMENT is a generic entity for laboratory instrument which is modeled much
the same as a ROBOT. However, an INSTRUMENT has no COGNITION subsystem.
Among the specialized instruments available in the laboratory are SYRINGE, MIXER
and HEATER. An INSTRUMENT such as SYRINGE has models used by the associated
MPU as well as a model that represents the real instrument in a simulation. These
models are expressed in different formalisms at different levels of abstraction. We organize
these models by the entity they model, rather than the context they are used in. This
approach facilitates evolvability: to add a new instrument, we place its name in the SES of
INSTRUMENT and define a new SES for its models. Moreover, the SES can be extended
to represent existing abstraction morphisms between models of an entity so that when
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one is changed others can be amended to remain consistency. A more detailed discussion
will be given in Chapter 6.
The set of entity structures, shown in Figure 3.1, specifies the family of robot configurations and objects that make up the simulated laboratory environment. It allows a large
variety of experiment configurations to be generated from a model base of components
for robots and instruments. Using this generation capability, the system entity structure
can support model-based planning in which robot cognition systems are configured to
carry out given experimental procedures [35,36]. To generate a particular configuration,
the pruning process will sew together the underlying SESs piece by piece upon reaching
those entities with associated SESs. For example, the SES E:ROBOT will be plugged in
to replace the entity ROBOT in the SES E:SRL, and then E:MPU will replace the entity
MPU within the robot, and so on. The details of hierarchical reuse of partitioned SESs
and PES versions are given in [32].

3.3.2

Model Base of the Laboratory

The approach to entity structure organization just illustrated helps organize the models employed in a high autonomy system such as the robot architecture in the space-borne
laboratory. As discussed earlier, in modeling the robots interacting with their environment, we incorporate, and organize models which are internal to a robot and distinguish
them from models of the environment. The entities possessing both internal and external
models can be enumerated as follows:
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• objects, including robots and instruments, have external models for perception interactions. Such a model represents how the object generates images in response to
interrogations such as robot visual inspection requests. Internal model counterparts
to these external models are organized into a classification system used by the robot
to identify objects,

• instruments: each type of instrument is represented in internal models within a
TASK MPU in the cognition system related to operation and diagnosis; an external
model of an instrument is used to respond to robot manipulations and to robot
diagnostic probes, and
• world map: the locations and orientations of objects are maintained within an

external model of space; correspondingly, each robot has an internal world map to
help it determine the locations of objects it wishes to manipulate or avoid. Such a
world model also helps to plan the actions needed to carry out an experimentation
procedure and to navigate from place to place. The internal world map is a robot's
internal representation of the external world [9, 10, 11, 29], Le., an abstraction of
the external world.
As an example, consider the modeling of robot vision in the space-borne laboratory
environment. Among the specialized MPUs, the VISUAL MPU, containing an internal
world map and an object recognition model, implements robot vision. The internal world
map model, SPACE-I, maintains knowledge oflocations and orientations of objects. Here
SPACE-I, a specialized entity of SPACE, is selected by the pruning of E:SPACE which is
plugged in to replace the entity SPACE in pruning. The robot consults its internal world
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map to locate expected objects. The external model that corresponds to the robot's
internal representation of an object is the image generator, e.g., the IMAGE component
of syringe. This external model responds with different images from various points of
view. Then the VISUAL MPU consults its object recognition model for identification of
laboratory objects. Such a vision modeling approach has been implemented in [59].
The interactions between external and internal models of instruments will be presented
in the next chapter.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, we have briefly reviewed the development of model bases for high
autonomy systems using the endomorphic modeling concept. We presented a space-borne
robot managed laboratory environment which will serve as the application context of the
morphism abstraction tools to be developed in the following chapters.

-

..-
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CHAPTER 4
ABSTRACTION MORPHISMS FOR MODELING THE
OPERATION OF DEVICES

4.1

Introduction

This chapter presents an abstraction mechanism for deriving models that are intended
to guide robotic operation of instruments in the execution of typical laboratory procedures such as filling, mixing, heating, etc. [31]. In modeling the event-based control of
instruments, we employ the endomorphic modeling methodology discussed in the previous
chapter. In order to control an instrument, a high autonomy system uses a model of the
instrument, which is internal to the system, to arrive at its decisions. This model used for
operation interaction is referred to as the operational model of the instrument. The operational model is employed by an event-based controller to issue its commands and verify
the received sensor responses. Also, the simulation model of such a system must incorporate a corresponding model of the instrument representing the real instrument it operates
on. Such a model is called the external model of the instrument. In this chapter, we first
present the construction of models of instruments and their use for event-based control.
Then we review the characteristics and specifications of two model classes, forward-models
and table-models in

DEVS-Schem~

for specifying the external and operational models of

=====- ._---_.-._ . -----.---...-...-.. -.------.---:=---.----.-_.__ ..-
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an instrument, respectively. This is followed by the implementation considerations and
details of an abstraction mechanism for the mapping of forward-models to table-models.
Finally, we show that the implemented morphism carries out the formal homomorphism.

4.2

Event-Based Control of Instruments

This section shows how to achieve event-based control of instruments in modeling a
high autonomy system. First, we describe how to construct models of instruments. We
then show their use for event-based control.

4.2.1

Deriving Models of Instruments

In modeling the event-based control of an instrument, we first construct a DEVS model
of the instrument representing the real instrument a high autonomy system may operate
on. Such a model serves as the external model of the instrument in a discrete event simulation. We then further abstract such an external model into an operational model which
serves as the internal model within the high autonomy system used to operate the instrument. More concretely, we derived the external model of the instrument from its base
model, which is assumed to be a continuous state model, by the abstraction techniques
discussed in Chapter 2, which convert continuous models into homomorphic ally equivalent
DEVS models. Recall that we employ a special case of DEVS, boundary-based DEVS
for use in event-based control. Accordingly, the external model is represented formally
as a boundary-based DEVS model. Having the external model of the instrument, we
then derive an event-based-control DEVS model, which serves as the operational model,

--------- - - -
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under the homomorphic abstraction also discussed in Chapter 2. In other words, the external and operational models are related by an approximate DEVS homomorphism [23],
in which corresponding states have the same outputs and transitions to corresponding
states; only the time advance values of corresponding states may differ. This divergence,
however, must lie within definite time windows.

4.2.2

Event-Based Control Design

In order to control an instrument, a high autonomy system needs not only the operational model of the instrument but also an event-based controller to execute the control
logic. As shown in Figure 4.1 the event-based controller is designed as a component of a
MPU (Model-Plan Unit) within a robot's cognition model presented in Chapter 3. The
controller is a generic model interpreter [29] attachable to any suitable operational model.
Operation proceeds in an expectation-driven manner. The controller obtains information
relating to commands and expected response times and windows from the model. The
controller issues these commands to the external model of the controlled instrument.
When proper response signals are received, the controller causes the operational model
to advance to the next phase corresponding to the one the instrument is supposed to
be in. Thus if the operation proceeds normally, the underlying homomorphic relation
is maintained between the operational model and the external model of the controlled
instrument. The controller ceases interacting with the instrument as soon as any discrepancy occurs, e.g., the instrument's transition time falls outside the expect time window,
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Figure 4.1: Event-based Control Design.
and calls on a diagnoser to figure out what happened. We shall not discuss the modeling
of diagnosis process here.
Note that in the configuration discussed above, the external model of an instrument
is able to respond to operational commands and diagnostic probes. In fact, it should be
decomposed into distinct models for different interactions with the robot. In the following,
we refer the external model of an instrument to the model for operation interaction only.
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4.3

Expressing Models of Instruments in DEVS-Scheme

The DEVS-Scheme environment is employed to conduct the modeling and simulation
of event-based control of instruments. The external model of an instrument, which is
formally represented as a boundary-based DEVS model, is implemented in the forwardmodels1 class which employs a rule-based modeling methodology. On the other hand, the

operational model, an event-based-control DEVS model, is specified in the table-models
class which is based on a table lookup paradigm. Table 4.1 displays models of instruments
with their underlying formalisms and implementations in DEVS-Scheme. In the following,
we review the characteristics and specifications of these two model classes.

application
context
formalism
implementation
in
DEVS-Scheme

external model

operational model

boundary-baaed DEVS

event-baaed-control DEVS

forward-models

table-models

Table 4.1: Models of Instruments.

4.3.1

Rule-Based Modeling: Forward-Models

In DEVS-Scheme, the class atomic-models realizes the atomic level of the DEVS formalism (See Appendix A). Based on this realization, higher level model specifications
can be implemented. In particular, forward-models, a specialized class of atomic-models,
provides a convenient rule-based model specification. Here forward implies the forward
1 Forward-models is a model class whose instances are "forward models." Note the use of hyphen makes
them different. This is the class naming scheme used in DEVS-Scheme.
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chaining inference strategy. This is one of many alternatives that might be implemented
for writing models in a rule-based manner.
To develop a model in class forward-models, we first create an instance which is generally called a forward model, then we write rules for it. These rules together specify
the internal transition, external transition and output functions of a DEVS model. 2
A rule, called an activity, is a structure containing condition and action slots as usual,
and in addition, before- and after- output slots for specifying outputs to be produced
before and/or after the action is performed. An action specifies a change in the state
of the model. Rules for specifying both internal and external transitions have the same
format. Internal transition rule conditions test the phase and other state variables of the
model. External transition rules also include tests of the input external event in their
conditions. Recall that boundary-based DEVS models are based on a state that contains
phase among other state variables. By keeping track of the phase in each of a set of consecutive rules, we are able to describe the phase transitions of a boundary-based DEVS
model in a forward model.
As an example, consider some of the rules for a model of syringe that responds to
control commands (Figure 4.2). These rules are coded in the Scheme language. (See
Appendix B for an overview of the Scheme syntax.) As mentioned above, a rule is defined
as an activity structure as follows:
(define-structure activity condition before-output action after-output)
2 Appendix

A.S shows how the forward-models realizes the DEVS formalism.

- - ..
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(send syrin-e add-ext-activities
(list
j j j R1:

(make-activity
'condition
'action
)

)

'(and (equal? (state-phase s) 'empty)
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) 'fill-it»
'(hold-in 'filling (fill-time»

)

(send syrin-e add-int-activities
(list
j j jR2:

(make-activity
'condition '(equal? (state-phase s) 'filling)
'before-output '(make-content 'port 'sense
'value '(full-sensor #t)
, (begin
'action
(set! (state-level s) (state-full-level s»
(hold-in 'over-filling (burst-time»
)

)

)

)

Figure 4.2: Rule Examples of Forward-models.
An instance of activity is created using make-activity. Rule Rl is an external activity
which activates the model when an external event with value fill-it arrives on port command while the model is in phase empty. The external activity is provided to the model
by use of the forward-models method add-ext-activities. Rule R2 is an internal event that
follows rule Rl. It causes transition from phase filling to over-filling whenever the filling
time elapses. The DEVS-Scheme version of this activity is provided to the model with the
method add-int-activities. Note that the use of macros within the rule to compute times
e.g., (fill-time) needed in the model. Since the macros are evaluated in the environment
of the model, they can refer to any of its variables directly. Use of macros in this way
helps to make the rule codes more understandable.
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In general, a forward model of a system3 can consist of several sets of rules to sup-

port various objectives such as operation, diagnosis, repair, etc. The inference engine
underlying forward-models evaluates the rules in a fixed order. We can express multi way
decisions by serializing a set of rules partially ordered by specificity. More details are
given in [29].
Generally speaking, when a model's transition and output functions can be easily
developed in a rule oriented style of thinking we can decompose them into smaller parts
each embedded in an activity of a forward model. This ability to provide an additional
level of granularity is one of the advantages of employing forward-models.

4.3.2

Table-Models: Deriving Internal Models from External Models

Table-models, another subclass of atomic-models, is used to implement event-basedcontrol DEVS models (Figure 4.3). This class is based on a table lookup paradigm.

4.3.2.1

Table-Models Specification

In class table-models, the information required to specify the transition and output
functions is provided in the form of tuples in a relation, called the transition-table. The
table attributes associated with each tuple in order are: phase, input, next-phase, output,
ta, next-ta, and next-wind. Here the field ta gives the left-hand end point of the time
window of the current phase. The fields next-ta and next-wind together specify the time
window of the next-phase: next-ta gives its lower bound, and next-wind gives its width.
3A

forward model of a system is a model of the system expressed in forward-models specification.
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Event-based-control DEVS
(Table Model)

Boundary-based DEVS
(Forward Model)

abstraction

transition
table

Activities

goal-table

Figure 4.3: Abstraction Relation between Boundary-based DEVS (Forward), and Eventbased-control DEVS (Table), Model of a System.
The time window, not being in the DEVS formalism, was defined for use in event-basedcontrol DEVS models as discussed in Chapter 2. The transition and output functions of
an event-based-control DEVS model take the form of Table 4.2.

=

phase
(b,x)

phase
(b, :z:)

External Transition' De:Cf«b , x) , 0, x') (b , x')
next-phase output
next-ta
ta
next-wind
ta,(b,x) ta,(b, x') ta,. (b, x') - ta,(b, .:e')
(b, x')
nil
Output: "(b,x)
Internal Transition: Dinf(b,:z:) = (b', x)
input next-phase output
ta
next-ta
next-wind
nil I
(b', :z:)
"(b,:z:) ta,(b,x) ta,(b', :z:) ta,.(b',:z:) - ta,(b',.x)
input
x'

Note:
1. ta,(b,:z:): the left-hand end point of the interval ta(b,:z:)
2. tar(b, :z:): the right-hand end point of the interval ta(h, x)

Table 4.2: Table Model Implementation of Event-Based-Control DEVS.

As an example, Figure 4.4 shows how an event-based-control DEVS model of the
syringe, SYRIN-O, is specified as a table model. The first two assertions correspond to

.

. .. _-------------_
-~-----------
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(make-pair table-models 'syrin-o)
phase input next-phase output ta next-ta next-wind
; ; ; attributes:
1.2
inf
10
(send syrin-o assert '(empty fill-it filling
0
»
11.1
overfull10
90
(send syrin-o assert '(filling 0
»
sensor
filling
burst
90
inf
(send syrin-o assert '(over0
0
0
»
filling
inf
(send syrin-o assert '(over- stop full
90
0
0
»
filling

Figure 4.4: Table-models Specification ofSYRIN-O, an Event-based-control DEVS Model
of the Syringe.
the R1 and R2 of the forward model mentioned in the previous section. The first assertion
of such a tuple states that if the current phase is empty and the input is fill-it then the
next-phase is filling; also the output in the current phase is nil (output

time-advance is infinity (ta

= 'inf).

= 0)

and its

Meanwhile, the minimum time-advance for filling is

10 and its window width is 1.2 (so its maximum is 11.2). Note that external transitions
are distinguished by having a non-null value for the input field, while internal transitions
have a null input.
In addition to the inherited variables, phase and sigma, every table model has state
variables for the transition-table, a goal-table (to be discussed later) and a window. The
table-models employs predefined internal transition, external transition, and output func-

tions, which together implement an interpreter of the transition table (Figure 4.5). Thus,
all instances of table-models have the same underlying interpreter. What makes them
different are the entries in their transition tables. The interpreter executes transition
I

and output functions in a table lookup manner. It first retrieves the table entry which
matches the pattern of current phase and input. For a transition, the next phase and
its time advance value and time window are set to the entry's next-phase, next-ta and
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INTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION, (int-tab s)
retrieve the tuple vhich matches the pattern: phase
(state-phase s) and input
if such a tuple exists, then:
set phase to its next-phase entry
set sigma to its next-ta entry
set vindov to its next-vind entry

= ().

= current

phase,

else passivate in the current phase
EXTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION, (ext-tab sex)
retrieve the tuple vhich matches the pattern: phase
(state-phase a), and input = (content-port x).
if such a tuple exists, then:

= current

phase,

set phase to its next-phase entry
set sigma to its next-ta entry
set vindov to its next-vind entry
else continue in the current phase
OUTPUT FUNCTION, (out-tab s)
retrieve the tuple vhich matches the pattern: phase = current phase,
(state-phase s), and input = ().
if such a tuple exists, then:
make a content structure vith port field set to its output entry
else make a null content-structure

Figure 4.5: Pseudo-code Description of the Interpreter of the Transition Table.
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next-wind fields, respectively. For an output, its content is determined by the entry's
output field.

4.3.2.2

Command Sequence Planning

In event-based control, the controller obtains information from a table model relating

to commands, using its goal-table, and expected response times and windows, using its
transition-table. The goal-table of the table model is prepared by a planner. The planner

employs a form of the dynamic programming principle [58] to produce a time optimal path
from an initial phase to a goal phase. Basically, the planner develops the plan backward
from the goal until the given initial phase is reached. As each phase is reached, an entry
is made in the goal-table with slots phase, goal, input, and time-to-reach-goal filled. The
time-to-reach-goal is the time to reach the next phase plus the next phase's time-to-reachgoal which is available in the goal-table. If a phase is encountered again, with a smaller
time-to-reach-goal, a new entry replaces the existing one, and any predecessors of the

phase in the goal-table must have their time-to-reach-goal adjusted downward accordingly;
otherwise no change is made. This ensures that every subpath is optimal and so is the
overall path. All the information needed by such a planner is given explicitly in the
transition-table, rather than implicitly for that would necessitate considerable analysis to

elicit. An example of the goal-table is shown in Figure 4.6. By looking up the goal-table,
an event-based controller can determine the input required for continuing toward the goal.
See [29] for more details.
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phase
empty
fillin~

over-f1lling

goal
full
full
full

input
fill-it

o

stop

time-to-reach-goal
10
10

o

Figure 4.6: Part of the goal-table of SYRIN-O.

4.4

Forward-to-Table Morphisms

The morphism class, forward-table-morphisms has been developed to implement forward to table model mappings. From such a morphism class we can generate various
instances, each not only homomorphic ally relating one forward model to a table model,
but also having methods to actually construct a homomorphic table model given the forward model. The morphism instance is saved in the model base where the forward model
and the resulting table model reside. It can be reactivated in the future when there is
a modification to the forward model to automatically regenerate the corresponding table
model. Model base consistency maintained in this manner obviates difficult manual, errorprone procedures. More details on model base consistency will be presented in Chapter

6.
It should be noted here we intend to realize the mapping of a forward model, which
implements a boundary-based DEVS model, to a table model implementing an eventbased-control DEVS model. Thus, a forward-models subclass serves as the input domain
to the forward- table morphism mapping.
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4.4.1

Forward-Models Subclass Characterization

For the forward-models subclass characterization, we start with the boundary-based
DEVS representation of systems. Recall that a state is of the form (b, qc, x) where b is a
boundary, qc is in b, and x is an input value; a phase is of the form (b,x).
In a boundary-based DEVS, a change in input always occurs on a boundary. All

the external transition function

does is to change (b, qc, x) to (b, qc, x'). In terms

6 e:ct

of phase, it is from one phase to another having the same boundary description. Also
the internal transition function

6int

changes (b, qc, x) to (b', q~, x), Le., from one phase

to another having a neighboring boundary. For implementation, we assume that in a
boundary-based DEVS the input value set X is finite and the functions
transition function),

6int

De:ct

(external

(internal transition function), and ta (time advance function)

are given in the form of numerical procedures or tables. Accordingly in a forward model,
the functions

6 e:ct

and

Dint

are broken into external and internal activities as shown in

Table 4.3. In an external activity there is no update of state variables other than phase
since the input does not change the vector state qc in a boundary-based DEVS. Also
there is no before-output specified in an external activity since the DEVS model does not
produce an output at an external transition.
Consider the number of activities in a forward model. Let
boundaries, Band
most

IXI be the size of the input

value set

X.

IBI

For each phase there are at

IBI- 1 internal activities and IXI- 1 external activities.

this gives a finite number of activities.

be the size of the set of

Since

B and X

are finite
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I External Activity: c5ezc «h, qc, z}, 0, z'} = (h, qc, z')
Condition:
and
Action:

If phase = phase
input = expected-input

hold in next-phase
for time units

I Internal Activity: c5inc(b,qc,z) = (b',q~,x)
Condition:
If phase

= phase

Before-Output:
output sensor-response
Action:
update state
hold in next-phase
for time units

--

---

(h, z)
z'
(h, z')
ta(b, qc, x')

(b,z)
>.(b, qc, z)
q~

(b',z)
ta(b', q~, z)

Table 4.3: Generic Form of Activities.

4.4.2

Forward-Models Subclass Specification

As discussed above, boundary-based DEVS models are implemented in a forward-

models subclass that serves as the input domain to the

forward~table-morphisms

map-

ping. According to the generic form of activities, Figures 4.7-4.9 show the forward-models
specification assumed by syntax parsing and analysis.
As an illustration, we examine the form of activities shown in Figure 4.2. In fact, this
example shows the part of an implementation of a model of syringe relating to liquid
filling. We consider a change in fill rate as an external input event (e.g., from 0 to a fixed
value). Internal transitions occur while the fill rate is constant. Thus a phase maps to a
liquid level and a fill rate. The phases are defined as follows:
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phase

I (level fill-rate)

empty

(empty-level 0)

filling

(empty-level :CJ ),

over-filling

full

:CJ is a positive constant.

(full-level :CJ)
(full-level 0)

Started at phase empty, the external activity activates the model when an external input
event with value fill-it (i.e., changing the fill-rate from 0 to :CJ) arrives on the command
port, then the action switches the model phase from empty to filling having the same
boundary, i.e., level

= empty-level and schedules next internal event using the hold-in

macro. As discussed in the previous section, there is no immediate change of the state
variable, level in the external activity. Now consider the internal activity whose condition
tests whether the internal activity is applicable to phase filling. Then the before-output
produces an output whose content value is in the form of sensor response, e.g., (full-sensor
it). Finally, the action contains a BEGIN expression including an expression of the form
(set! (state-(variable) s) (value» and a hold-in macro. The former expression is used to
update the state reflecting the boundary crossing of liquid level from empty-level to fulllevel. The hold-in macro causes the model to stay at the newly reached phase over-filling
for the specified time.
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keyword

phase

syntax

(equal? (state-phase s) '<phase»

result

(phase <phase»

(a)

keyword

AND
phase
port
value

syntax

(AND
(equal? (state-phase s) '<phase»
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) '<value»
)

result

«phase <phase»
(input <value»)

(b)

Note: Variable entries are placed in angle brackets.

Figure 4.7: Condition Syntax and Analyzed Results. (a) Internal Activity (b) External
Activity
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syntax

keyword

result

hold-in

(h'l>id-in '<phase> <time»

«next-phase <phase»
(next-ta <time>))

passivate-in

(passivate-in '<phase»

«next-phase <phase»
(next-ta int)

passivate

(passivate)

«next-phase ~assiVe)
(next-ta int)

I

BEGIN

(BEGIN

(set I (state-<variablel> s) <value1»

(set! (state-<variablen> s) <valuen»
(hold-in '<phase> <time»

«next-phase <phase»
(next-ta <time>))

)

Figure 4.8: Action Syntax and Analyzed Results.

keyword

makecontent
port

syntax

(make-content
'port 'sense
'value '(<sensoI'> #t)

result

(output <sensoI'»

)

value

Figure 4.9: Output Syntax and Analyzed Results.

.-

..

--

......

--
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4.4.3

Morphisms Implementation

A class of morphisms, called forward-+-table-morphisms has been developed to implement forward to table model mappings. From such a morphism class we can generate
various instances, each not only homomorphic ally relating one forward model to a table
model, but also having methods to actually construct a homomorphic table model given
the forward model. In the following, we first present the forward to table mapping procedure. Then we describe how the morphism class is implemented. Finally we illustrate
the use of forward-+- table-morphisms in a syringe example.

4.4.3.1

Morphism Mapping

The forward-+-table-morphisms mapping procedure diagram is shown in Figure 4.10.
Given a forward model representing a boundary-based DEVS model, we first derive its
phase transition information by analyzing both its external and internal activities which
are held in its state variables, ext-activities and int-activities, respectively. We also check
whether the forward model is a consistent specification of a boundary-based DEVS model.
To be consistent a forward model must satisfied the following requirements:

• An external activity takes a phase to another having the same boundary.
• An internal activity takes a phase to another having a neighboring boundary.

After syntax parsing and appropriate alignment, an activity is transformed into a tuple
of seven fields with associated attributes: phase, input, next-phase, output, ta, next-ta,
and next-wind. Then we apply the syntax consistency checking procedure (Figure 4.11)
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forward model

1
Analyze the forward model's
activities

Make transition graph

Compute & adjust transition timing

Create a,table model, assert
entries of the transition table
into it, and save the table model
inMBASE.

table model

Figure 4.10: Forward to Table Morphisms Mapping Procedure.

--

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Proced ure Consistent ( tuple)
{
input(tuple): returns the value of the input field of a tuple.
phase(tuple): returns the value of the phase field of a tuple.
nezt-phase(tuple): returns the value of the next-phase field of a tuple.
boundary(phase): returns the boundary component of a phase.
inpuLvalue(phase): returns the input value component of a phase.
neighbor?(boundary! boundary2): returns true if boundary! and boundary2
are neighboring boundaries.

}
begin
let i be input(tuple)
let p be phase(tuple)
let np be nezt-phase(tuple)
if i :f; null
{external transition}
if boundary(p) = boundary( np) return true
else return false
else {internal transition}
if neighbor?(boundary(np) boundary(p))
and inpuLvalue(p) = inpuLvalue(np)
return true
else return false
end
Figure 4.11: Procedure for Syntax Consistency Checking.
to such a tuple. It is required that each tuple succeeds such a test. Table 4.4 shows the
results of syntax analysis of the generic form of activities given in Table 4.3. Note that inf
(stands for infinite) is given in the ta field since the time advance for the current phase is
not known from syntax analysis. To solve this we need to construct the transition graph
in which the tuples are arranged in their predicted execution order.
External Transition

phase
phase

I input I next-phase I
I expected-input I next-phase I

output
nil

I ta I next-ta I next-wind
I inf I time I nil

Internal Transition

phase
phase

I
I

input
nil

I next-phase I output I ta I next-ta I next-wind
I next-phase I sensor-response I inf I time I nil

Table 4.4: Table Tuples Generated by Syntax Analysis.

---~-.,-c-_~=-=========-"

.-------
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To construct the transition graph, we employ the procedure shown in Figure 4.12. The
construction is started with some tuple whose value of the phase field matches one of the
given initial phases. The transition graph is then expanded in a breadth-first manner.
First, the starting tuple is assigned as the current node. Among the tuples which are not
visited yet, each one whose current phase matches the next-phase of the current node is
selected as a child node of the current one, and is marked "visited." Then for each child
node at the next level, the search and expanding process continues until no further tuples
can be reached. The construction procedure repeats the breadth-first search process until
all the tuples are visited or all the given initial phases are exhausted.
As the transition graph is built up, the timing information is adjusted properly by
applying a tuple's next-ta value td the ta fields of its children tuples. To obtain the
next-ta value of a tuple, we need to compute the time window for the next-phase. This
is the same process for both external and internal activities. Recall that, for example, in
an external activity of a forward model (see Table 4.3), the time advance for next-phase
is determined by ta(b, qc, x'), which is implemented as a macro in Scheme. To determine
the time window, we evaluate such a macro. In the worst case, all qc in b have to be
considered. Formally, the time window for the next phase is given as an interval:
[min{ta(b, qc, x')}, max{ta(b, qc, x')}]
where the min and max operators are taken over all qc in b. Thus the value of the nextta field is min{ta(b, qc, x')} and the value of the next-wind field is max{ta(b, qc, x')} min{ta(b, qc, x')}. In practice, to compute the time window, often it is sufficient to
examine only a finite number of points of b. For example in the independent sensor case,

....

__ ._._._....• -._------_.
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Procedure ConstrucLTransition_Graph (T, P)
{ Input: T (a set of tuples) and P (a set of initial phases).
phase(tuple): returns the value of the phase field of a tuple.
Output: TG (a set of tuples in their traversal order).
}
begin
Initially TG is empty
let B be the empty set
while T -:f; null and P -:f; null do
begin
let p be the first element of P
remove p from P
if there exists one t E T such that phase(t) = p
begin
B = BreadthJ'irsLSearch(T, t)
T=T-B
TG=TGUB
end
end
return TG
end
Procedure Breadth_FirsLSearch (T, t)
{
Input: T (a set of tuples), and t E T.
phase(tuple): returns the value of the phase field of a tuple.
next-phase( tuple): returns the value of the next-phase field of a tuple.
Output:B (a set oftuples in their breadth-first traversal order).
.}
begin
initialize B to {t}
mark t
put t in a queue {First In First Out}
while the queue is not empty do
begin
remove the first element q from the queue
for all rET such that r is unmarked
if phase(r) = next-phase(q)
begin
mark r
add r to B
put r in the queue
end
end
return B
end
Figure 4.12: Procedure for Constructing Transition Graph.
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it is enough to examine only the corners (or endpoints) of b. A justification for this
assumption is that the effect of qc variation on time advance is monotonic (increasing or
decreasing).
Having the next-ta value for a tuple, we assign the value to the ta field of each one of its
children tuples. Once the timing adjustment is finished, typical table tuples corresponding
to the equivalence of Table 4.3 are as follows:
External Activity: oe:t«b, qc, ~), 0, ~')
phaae

Input

next-

= (b, qc, ~')

output

ta

next-ta

nil

min{ta(b, qc,~)}

mint ta(b, qc, ~')}

next-wind

phaee

(b,~)

~,

(b, ~/)

..

Internal ActIVIty: Oint(b,qc,x) phaee

Input

next.

ma~{~a(b,qc,~'~~

- min{ta(b, qc, ~'n
(b',q~,x)

output

ta

next.t.

next-wind

>.(b, qc, x)

min{ta(b, qc, xn

mint ta(b', q~, x)}

ma~{ ta( b', q~, x n
- min{ta(b', q~, xn

phaae

(b, ~)

nil

(b', x)

Table 4.5: Table Tuples after Timing Adjustment.
With all timing information available, we then create a table model and assert the
table tuples into its transition-table. The resulting table model is saved in a file and
stored in the model base for reuse.
Note that the implemented mapping procedure provides numeric and symbolic timing
options. The symbolic timing option is supported by the newly extended symbolic DEVS
[34]. The symbolic timing can be used to show the timing effects of each transition. For
example, the expression "fill-time

+ burst-time" is a legal time value and represents the

time taken to reach the burst phase from empty of a filling process. Also we can simulate
a model without having to know the exact numerical values of its parameters. On the
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other hand, in the numeric option, it is the responsibility of the user to properly provide
phases to instantiate all the variables that the macros refer to in the given forward model.

4.4.3.2

Morphisms as Objects

Our approach to implementing the morphisms is based on object-oriented programming concepts. We define classes of morphisms in SCOOPS (Scheme Object-Oriented
Programming System). These morphisms classes are subclasses of the universal class entities [29] in DEVS-Scheme which provides tools for manipulating objects in their classes.

forwardmodels

tablemodels

instance variables:
- pair-of-models
- initials
- generic-table
-macros
methods:
- gen-generic-table
... compute-timing
... show-table
... derive-model
Figure 4.13: Forward to Table Morphisms Class.

Class forward-+-table-morphisms (Figure 4.13) realizes the abstraction relationships
from class forward-models to class table-models. The instance variables in each instance
of class forward-+-table-morphisms are: pair-of-models, initials, generic-table, and macros.
Pair-of-models records the pair of models that are related by the morphism instance.

The ordered pair indicates the second model can be derived from the first one, but not

.. -... _.-- .-.--------------
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vice verse. The instance variable, initials holds initial phases that are allowable starting
points for transition trajectories. The other instance variables, generic-table and macros,
respectively, hold the generic transition table generated by the morphism mapping and
macros used in the original forward model. "Generic" means timings arc expressed in
macros or symbolically. These symbolic timings can be instantiated to numeric values by
evaluating the corresponding macros in the environment of the forward model.

4.4.3.3

Example: Models of Syringe

As a concrete example, we apply the forward-table-morphisms mapping to generate
a table model of a syringe. (The forward model specification of the syringe is listed in
Appendix C.) We construct an instance of forward-table-morphisms for mapping models
of syringe as shown in Figure 4.14. The table model, SYRIN-O, is constructed from the
given initial phase, empty, using the method derive-model with numeric timings option.
(mk-ent forvard->table-morphisms syrin-ftm)
(send syrin-ftm set-pair-of-models '(syrin-e syrin-o»
(send syrin-ftm set-initials '(empty»
(send syrin-ftm derive-model 'numeric)

Figure 4.14: A /orward-table-morphisms Specification for Models of Syringe.

In this case, the phases are defined in the same manner as that shown in section 4.4.2
except that boundaries are characterized in terms of state variables, level and tube-angle.
For example, a boundary might be (level= empty-level 89
mapping results are illustrated in Figure 4.15.

< tube-angle < 91). The
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Cempti)
output

* notation:

input
Cphase::> ---:"--I.~
timing

~
xt- h

(a)

next-phase

phase

input

empty

fill-it

filling

filling

0

over-filling

overfilling

0

overfillinl!

stop

output

ta

next-ta

0

inf

(fill-time)

()

inf

(burst-time)

0

full-sensor

next-wind

burst

0

in!

inf

()

full

0

inf

inf

0

output

ta

next-ta

next-wind

0

inf

10

0.1

10

90

0.9

(b)

phase

input

next-phase

empty

fill-it

filling

filling

0

over-filling

overfilling

0

overfillinl!

stop

full-sensor

burst

0

90

inf

()

full

0

90

inf

()

(c)

Figure 4.15: Results of the forward-+table mapping of a Syringe Filling Process. (a)
Phase Transition Diagram (b) Result After Syntax Analysis (c) Transition Table with
Numeric Timings
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4.5

Correctness of the Morphism Implementation

In the mapping of forward to table models, we intend to preserve the phase transi-

tions, outputs, and time advances of a boundary-based DEVS model (forward model)
in its corresponding event-based-control DEVS model (table model).

This expresses

the requirements of a DEVS homomorphism as depicted in section 2.4.3.4. Thus the
forward-tabLe-morphism is correct if it implements the DEVS homomorphism of sec-

tion 2.4.3.4. We present the approach to demonstrating correctness by the proof method
illustrated in Figure 4.16.

boundary-based DEVS _ _--.; im; ; .; &;p;.; .le; ;m,;,;,; ;en;,;,;t;,; ,ed;; -._ _ _--I.~ forward model

h= DEVj homomorphism

event-based-control DEVS

imp/ein/ed morphism

implemented

_ _ _...;;..,t;;';;";;';';;';';:';;;;';";;";;~_ _ _~.. table model

Figure 4.16: A Proof Method of Morphism Correctness.
To be correct the implemented morphism satisfies the commutative relation:
boundary-based
DEVS

boundary-based
DEVS

implemented.

forward model

h .. event-based-control

DEVS

.

implemented. table model

morphism

-..;;;.im;;;jpo;.;.le.;,;;m;;,;;;e;;,;;;n;.;.;ted~.~ table model

-._-------

.
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We suppose that the boundary-based DEVS model is correctly implemented by a
forward model, and examine how the implemented morphism generates a table model.
Then we apply the DEVS homomorphism to generate the event-based-control DEVS
model and show that it is implemented by the resulting table model.
Assume a forward model implementing a boundary-based DEVS M

= (X ,S ,Y,oint,Oe:ct,

.>.,ta) in the form of Table 4.3, we apply the forward-table-morphism to generate a table
model whose transition tuples take the form of Table 4.5.
On the other hand, we apply the DEVS homomorphism of section 2.4.3.4 to generate
an event-based-control DEVS M'

•

o~:ct((b,x),0,x1

= (X',S',Y',o'int,O'e:ct, .>.',ta') where

= h(oe:ct((b, qc, x), 0, x')) = (b,x')

where oe:ct((b,qc,x),O,x')

= (b,qc,x'),

• .>.'(b,x) = '>'(b,qc,x) where qc E b,
• ta'(b,x) = [min{ta(b,qc,x)},max{ta(b,qc,x)}],
where the min and max are taken over all qc in b.

We then implement M' as a table model following Table 4.2 to obtain Table 4.6.
Comparing Table 4.5 with Table 4.6 we observe the required identity.
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External Transition: c5!~c«b,:z: ),0, :z:') - (b, :z:')
phue

Input

next-

output

t.

next-t.

next-wind

nil

min{ta(b, qe,:Z:)}

min{ta(b, qe, :Z:')}

max{!a(b, qe, x'l.}.
- min{ta(b, qe, :Z:')}

phaIHI

(b, :z:)

:z:'

(b, :z:')

=

Output: .>.'(b,:z:) A(b, qe,:Z:)
Internal Transition: "6:nc (b,:z:) (6',:z:)
phue

Input

next-

=

output

t.

next-t.

next-wind

A(b, qel:Z:)

min{ta(b, qel:z:)}

min{ta(b' I q~,:z:)}

ma:z:{ta(b', q~, x)}
- min{ta(b',q~,x)}

phue

(b, :z:)

nil

(b', x)

Table 4.6: Table Model Implementation of M'.

4.6

Summary

This chapter has presented the implementation of the morphism class forward-+tablemorphisms for deriving table models for use in event-based control. The forward-+tablemorphism realizes the mapping of a forward model, which implements a boundary-based

DEVS model, to a table model implementing an event-based-control DEVS model. We
also show that the forward-+table-morphism carries out the formal homomorphism. The
next chapter will discuss an abstraction mechanism for deriving model abstractions from
task plan hierarchies on the basis of this implementation.
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CHAPTERS
MODEL-BASED SUPPORT OF TASK PLANNING
AND EXECUTION

5.1

Introduction

Task planning is essentially a search process for selecting and sequencing actions to
achieving desired goals [64]. Much AI research has focussed on plan generation on simplified abstractions of complex systems in order to be at all practical [63]. However, once
plans are derived they should be evaluated in more realistic scenarios before being accepted. An integrated "Planning, Scheduling, Simulation Triumvirate" [66] can combine
the capability of AI techniques to generate plans together with the ability of simulation
to evaluate them. Moreover, in order to bound the search space and to solve the low-level
details of actions, task planning might be extended beyond operational level symbolic
goals to include such domain constraints as resources, geometry, etc. and uncertainties
[63, 65].

In an effort to develop a model-based task planning system, Chi et al. [35] proposed
a hierarchical planning approach to support task planning in high autonomy systems.
The model-based planning approach recognizes that task knowledge is encapsulated in
the form of models that are employed at various control layers to support the predefined
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system objectives. Such models differ in levels of abstraction and in formalism. An
organized model base enables a high autonomy system to deal with the multiplicity of
objects and situations in its environment and to link its high level plans with its low
level actions. This chapter presents an abstraction morphism for mapping a model-based
task decomposition tree into an isomorphic tree of model abstractions that supports
hierarchical task execution.

5.2

Model-Based Task Planning

The model-based task planning system proposed by Chi et al. [35] employs the system
entity structure/model base (SES/MB) framework. The system entity structure know!edge representation scheme is employed to represent the structural knowledge of a system
with a family of variant components, as well as to specify the task-related knowledge of
action plans in a hierarchical fashion. The task structure hierarchy includes predefined
knowledge at three levels of abstraction: HIGH, MEDIUM, and LOW. A task specified at
the HIGH level is decomposed into subtasks at the MEDIUM level, each in turn is refined
into LOW level primitive actions. (In principle, such a task structure hierarchy can have
more than one level of subtasks.) The planner, called task formulator, generates plans
by using the knowledge associated with the task structure such as the available action
units and their preconditions and effects, etc. A resulting plan contains a sequence of
actions which' directs the pruning of the structure part of the SES into a pruned entity
structure (PES). The PES represents the model structure of a task plan and its entities
refer to models used to carry out the actions of the plan. In this chapter, we use the

-----
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term task decomposition tree to refer to this model structure represented in a task plan
PES. A decomposition tree represents a hierarchical decomposition of a model into its
components [26]. A detailed description of the model-based planning approach is given
in [36].
In order to allocate resources to accomplish a given task, there are three levels of ModelPlan Units (MPUs) corresponding to the task structure hierarchy mentioned above. The
HIGH level MPU (HMPU) supervises task planning and execution of MEDIUM level
MPUs (MMPUs), each in turn serves the same purpose with respect to the LOW level
MPUs (LMPUs). Accordingly, we extend the structure knowledge of the space laboratory
(Figure 3.1) to include the three types of MPUs in E:MPU as shown in Figure 5.1.
Although these three types of MPUs are placed at the same level, conceptually they
reflect the hierarchical decomposition of the task plan being employed. Notice that the
MPUs are especially tuned to fluid handling applications.
Among the three types of MPUs, the LOW level MPUs employ the event-based control
paradigm [29] for operations and fault diagnosis. The controller of each unit is attached
to a table model of the instrument or elementary action it is responsible for. Such a
table model can be generated by an instance of forward-+- table-morphisms which we have
already implemented in Chapter 4. Through the use of morphism, a composition of
models at one level can be abstracted into a next higher level model to represent macro
state transitions. The MEDIUM level models are derived from compositions of LOW
le1Tei models. Similarly, the HIGH level models contain abstractions of compositions of
MEDIUM level models. A composite model can then be employed by a supervisor of
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e:MPU

I

HPMU

I

WffU

LPMU

mmnu-spec

Im~-spec

OBJ-GEITING INJECTING
OBJ-PUTIING ADDING
SAMPUNG FINISIllNG
WASIllNG
MIXING
HEATING

II

I

I

ASSIS

OFFER

II

I

I

VISUAL

TASK

I

vis-dec

I

I

SPACE

I
OBJECT
RECOGNITION

Figure 5.1: Entity structure for MPUs in the space-borne laboratory.
the corresponding lower level controllers. Thus, a task decomposition tree will first be
mapped recursively into an isomorphic tree of model abstractions. Then a corresponding
execution structure will be formed with the assignment of controllers and supervisors,
respectively to the leaves and upper level nodes of the model tree.

5.3

PES-to-Table Morphism

The morphism class, PES~table-morphjsms is developed to do the abstraction process
whereby a composition of table models at one level is mapped into a table model at the
next higher level. (PES stands for pruned entity structure.) Since the latter model is
an abstraction of internal models (which are objects), this is another manifestation of
endomorphy.
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Figure 5.2 shows a mapping of a task decomposition tree to corresponding table model
abstractions. Given a task decomposition tree represented in a PES, the PES-ttablemorphisms mapping procedure traverses the PES in a top-down depth-first manner.

Started at the root entity, the mapping procedure looks for the table models corresponding to its subordinates. Then subgoals are set up to construct table models from its
subordinates. At the leaves, table models are derived through the use of forward-t tablemorphisms mapping. The model construction then proceeds in a bottom-up fashion. For

a non-leaf entity, the table models of its children entities are first composed together with
pseudo internal transitions as indicated by dotted arrow in Figure 5.3, which shows the
construction of a table model corresponding to the subtask BTl in Figure 5.2. In order to
carry out a particular action, a table model must make transitions correspondingly from
a given initial state to a desired goal state. A pseudo internal transition immediately
takes the goal state, when reached, of a model to the initial state of its successor. Each of
the table models is simplified into a lumped version starting from the given initial state,
through an active state, to the desired goal state. The lumped model is activated under
the influence of an external event, which is exactly the first input event that starts the
time optimal path from the initial state to the goal state in the original table model. Once
activated, the lumped model immediately switches from the initial state to an active state,
and remains in the active state for a period of active time. The active time window is the
total time window used by the original table model to make transitions along the time
optimal path from the initial state to the goal state. The total time window is obtained
from its goal-table. As discussed in Chapter 4, the goal-table of a table model is prepared
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by a planner to enable achieving a desired goal state from a given initial state. As the
active time is elapsed, the lumped model produces an output which is the last output of
the original table model, and reaches its desired goal state. The resulting lumped tahle
models are then linked together with pseudo internal transitions into a new table model
corresponding to a composite task, such as STl in Figure 5.2. Such a table model is
referred to as a composed table model.

5.3.1

Formalization of Composed Table Model Construction

Recall that a table model implements an event-based-control DEVS model. The construction discussed above can be formalized as follows:
We are given event-hased-control DEVS models M1 , M 2 , ••• , Mn where

corresponding to the children entities of a non-leaf entity. For each Mi, we are given an
initial state

8in,i

and a final state

81,i'

We construct an event-hased-control DEVS M

that is a composition of MIt M2, ... , Mn such that
M=Ml·M2· ... · M n

where the composition operation . is constructed as a pseudo transition from the final
state of Mi to the initial state of Mi+l, i

= 1,2, ... , n -

1, denoted S I,i p~o Sin,i+l. And

M has an initial state Sin,l and a final state 8J,n' Formally

M

= {X,

S, Y,

6int,6e:z: tt

A, ta}
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where
n

X

n

= UXi,

S

= U Si,

i=1

n

Y

= UYi

,=1

6int ,i(S)

,=1

if S E S, - {Sl,i}, i
if S = Sl,i, i

= 1,2 .. . ,n-l

= 1,2 . .. ,n-l

6int,n (s ) otherwise
6ezt (s,O,x) = 6ezt ,i(S,O,X), for alls E S, and x E Xi

ta(s) =

=1,2 ... , n -

tai(S)

if s E Si - {sl,d, i

[0,0]

ifs=SI,i,i=1,2 ... ,n-l

1

tan (s ) otherwise
Note that a pseudo transition, Sl,i p~o Sin,i+h does the following:
1. ta(sJ,i) = [O,O],and

Having M, we construct a lumped event-based-control DEVS model M' such that
M '-M'
l ' M'2· .. •• M'n

where M[ is a lumped version of Mi, i = 1,2, ... , n. Let

M[ =
where Sl

= {S~n,i'

(Xl,

Sl, Y;', Olnt,i' O~zt", ,\~, taD

S~ctive,i' s/,cl such that

1. O~.2lt,i(S~n,i'O,X) = S~ctive,i' for some x E Xl,

2. O!nt,i( S~ctive,i)

= sf,i'
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We cOIllplete this construction after defining an appropriate morphism concept. Also, we
shall see examples later. Formally

M' = (X', S', Y',

6~ntl 6~:ch

'N, ta')

where
n

X' = UXf,

n

n

~1

~1

s' = USf, Y' = UY/

~1

if s' E Sf - {sl,i}' i = 1,2 ... , n - 1

O~nt,i(S')

if s'
Oint,n (s')

o~:ct(s',O,x)

= SI,i' i = 1,2 ... , n -

1

otherwise

= O~xt,i(S',O,x), for all s' E S[ and x E X[

;\'(S') = >.Hs'), for all s' E Sf

ta'(s')

=

Sf -

ta~(s')

if s' E

[0,0]

if s'

ta~ (s')

otherwise

{sl,i}' i

= 1,2 ... , n -

= sl,i' i = 1,2 ... , n -

1

1

Now we define a mapping h from S to S' to be a time window morphism from M to

M' if it satisfies the following:
1. Component-wise mapping

for all Si E Si, i

= 1,2, ... , n.

2. Preservation of pseudo transitions

s /,i
where i

plleudo
~ Sin,i+1

= 1,2, .•. , n -

- -- - ------------------ -

------

1.

h Mi+1 ( Sin,i+1 )
=> hMi (S /,i ) plleudo
~
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3. For each pair Mj and

M!

(a) Correspondences between the initial and final states

(b) Preservation of the first input along the time optimal path

DextA Sin,i, 0, x) starts the time optimal path from

Sin,i

to

S I,i

=>

( c) Preservation of the last output

where Ai(Si) is the last output along the time optimal path from Sin,i to SI,i'
(d) Preservation of the total time window

taHS~ctive,i)

=

2:

tai(Si),

siEpath

where path is the time optimal path from Sin,i to SI,i and the function
defined by [r, s)
EsiEpath tai(Si),

+ [t,

E is

u) = [r + t, S + u), where r, s, t, u E Rt,oo' In fact,

is the total time window used by Mi to make transitions from

Sin,i to SI,i' In implementation, the total time window is obtained from the
goal-table of a table model implementing Mi.
It is easy to see that the conditions of 3 imply a well defined construction of M! from Mi.

Indeed for h to be a time window morphism we must have

where x starts the time optimal path from

8in,i

to 81,i'
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where Ai(Si) is the last output along the time optimal path from Sin,i to SJ,i'

3) taHS~ctitle,i) =

2:

tai(Si),

IIjEpath

where path is the time optimal path from Sin,i to SJ,i'

5.3.2

I-level PES-to-Table Mapping

The time window morphism is implemented by the PES-+table-morphisms class. To
understand PES-+table-morphisms, let's consider a FLUID-GETTING task in the spaceborne laboratory discussed in Chapter 3 . To perform such a task, a robot should first
get a syringe, then use it to sample some amount of liquid from a storage rack, and finally
inject the liquid sampled into a desired container. Thus, a FLUID-GETTING task can be
decomposed into at least OBJECT-GETTING, SAMPLING, and INJECTING subtasks
as shown in Figure 5.4.
FLUID-GE'ITING

OBJECT-GE'ITlNG

SAMPLING

INJECTING

/\

MOVE

GET MOVE PUSH Fll..L PULL MOVE PUSH EMPTY PULL

Figure 5.4: Hierarchical Decomposition of Fluid-getting Task.

--------------
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Each subtask is refined into several primitive actions. For example, the SAMPLING
subtask is composed of actions: move, push, fill, and pull. It says, to carry out the fluid
sampling, a robot should act in the following sequences: 1) move itself to the storage
site. 2) push the syringe to the storage. 3) fill the liquid into the syringe. 4) pull out
the syringe. Note that we have made an assumption that the precondition, a syringe is
already in the robot's hand, is satisfied.
To generate the model structure, the pruning of the laboratory SES is driven by the
plan generated in the task formulation [35,36]. For example, the pruned entity structure
P:SAMPLING (Figure 5.5) contains the root entity SAMPLING and children entities,
MOVE, PLUG1, SYRIN and PLUG2 that refer to the models used to carry out the
actions, move, push, fill and pull, respectively.l

We enlarge the table model concept

to include models of actions such as MOVE, which represent the relevant time and state
changes brought about in the agent and its environment by executing an action.
To derive a table model corresponding to a MEDIUM level entity such as SAMPLING,
the pruned entity structure must have assigned initial and goal states for each subordinate
entity as in Figure 5.5. Using the time window morphism concept the abstraction proceeds
in two steps: 1) each LOW level table model is simplified into a lumped model starting
from its given initial state, through an active state, to its goal state. A name for the
active state is obtained by basically appending "ing" to the initial event. As an example,
Figure 5.6 shows the simplification of the table model, SYRIN-O, which is used to carry
out the fill action. The lumped model is activated by an external event jill-it,
lIndexing is used to distinguish the different observation times whenever a model is activated several
times in a task order.
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TABLEMODE~-------~

P:SAMPLING - - - - -

<iAMPIlN~

SAMPLING

I ~unplugged
~passive

!

.,.•.........,...1....·,········1
. .

sample-dec

MOVE

I -__

SYRIN
-empty

-passive
-arrived

~passive

i ~unplugged

-full

-t~ ,..'l::;.~>lCJDl9 lM__"I<€O~~ I <t~~ I
-passive
! -empty !
-arrived
.! -full .!

~~G~ ~u~;'

PLUGI
PLUG2
-unplugged -plugged
-plugged
-lUlplugged

-unplugged -plugged
-plugged
-unplugged

NOTE:
attribute order: - initial state
- goal state

Figure 5.5: Mapping Sampling PES to Table Models.
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Figure 5.6: Simplification of the table model, SYRIN-O.
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which starts the time optimal path from empty to full in the original table model, SYRINO. Once activa.ted, the lumped model immediately switches its state from empty to filling.
After holding in state filling for an interval offill~time, it outputs a full-sensor and reaches
the desired goal state, full. The fill-time window is the optimal time window used by
SYRIN~O

to make transitions from empty to full. As the abstraction proceeds at the low

level, any missing table models can be derived through the forward-+table-morphisms.
2) the resulting lumped table models are composed together into a new table model as
shown in Figure 5.1. As discussed earlier, a pseudo internal transition (indicated by
dotted arrow) is introduced as a link between the final state of a lumped model and the
initial state of its successor. An instance of the PES-+table-morphisms class maps the
entities of P:SAMPLING into the corresponding table models as shown in Figure 5.5. A
name for a table model is obtained by appending "-0" to the corresponding entity, for
instance, SAMPLING-O. Here "0" refers to operational abstraction.

5.3.3

N-Ievel PES-to-Table Mapping

The class PES-+table-morphisms derives the table models for high level tasks such as
FLUID-GETTING as well. The abstraction mechanism will look for the table models
corresponding to the subtasks, e.g., OBJECT-GETTING, SAMPLING, and INJECTlNG, respectively. If all the table models of the subordinates exist, then the PES-+table
mapping will simplify a composition of these models into a table model corresponding
to FLUID-GETTING. Otherwise, subgoals will be set up to create missing table models
from their subordinates. At the leaves, any missing table models can be derived through

--

.--------------
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the forward-table-morphisms. As illustrated in Figure 5.8, an instance of PES-table-

morphisms is generated for the mapping of FLUID-GETTING PES to table models.

5.3.4

Model-Based Task Execution Hierarchy

With the hierarchical abstraction, two classes of morphisms have been employed.
The first one is the forward- table-morphisms at the lowest level. The second one is

PES-+-table-morphisms for mapping the entities of a task decomposition tree into their
corresponding table models.
As just described, we can systematically generate table models for the nodes of a
task decomposition tree through PES-table-morphisms mapping. To execute the task
hierarchy, we assign an appropriate generic engine to each table model in the resulting
model hierarchy to construct the hierarchical execution structure as shown in Figure 5.9.
There are two types of generic engines needed: a) for the leaves, these are the event-based
controllers that we have already developed, and b) the supervisors at the higher levels. To
design the supervisors, two types of messages transmitted between levels are envisioned:
goal (command) and completion (response) messages. Goal messages conveying the state
that a subordinate is to attempt to reach are sent top down, whereas, completion messages
are gathered in bottom-up manner. This hierarchical execution structure is similar to that
proposed by Combacau and Courvoiser [67] except that the controllers and supervisors
are generic interpreters of table models. They generate goal and completion messages by
querying associated table model abstractions. For example, the table model provides the
time window in which a completion message from a subordinate is expected.
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Figure 5.8: Mapping Fluid·getting PES to Table Models.
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5.4

Testing the Morphism Implementation

There are two alternative approaches to certifying that a particular implementation is
correct [68]: 1) a formal proof shows that the code implements what a formal specification
demands. 2) testing is done by executing the code on test data and inspecting the results
to see that the code actually does what is intended. As more test cases are passed,
we are more confident that the implementation is correct. Section 4.5 discussed the
correctness of forward-table-morphisms implementation by a formal proof method. Here
we employ the second approach to certifying the correctness ofthe PES-table-morphisms
implementation. In this case, although a formal proof can be developed, the complexity of
a complete formalization would still leave some doubt about correctness. Testing provides
a more intuitive alternative. Although testing can only show that an implementation is
not incorrect, it increases confidence in a conclusion that the implementation is correct.
More specifically, we test the PES-table-morphisms implementation by examining
the table model abstractions it produces. To do this we employ two alternatives: 1) by
directly comparing a composed table model with its component table models; and 2) by
simulation. We now present these two approaches in the following.

5.4.1

Testing Composed Table Models

Given a task decomposition tree represented in a PES, we first apply the PES-tablemorphisms to generate corresponding table models. At the leaves, table models are derived through the use of forward-table-morphisms, which was correctly implemented as
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shown in section 4.5. To test whether PES-..table-morphisms produces correct composed
table models, we employ the following approach:
Let M' be a composed table model, an abstraction of a composition of table models

-

M1 , M2, ... ,Mn such that

M' = Mf

.M~

..... M~

where M[ is the 3-state lumped version of Mi as discussed in section 5.3.1. For each .Mi,
we examine its goal-table to get the total time window used to make transitions from
the given initial state

Sin,i

to the desired goal state SJ,i' Formally this is

EsiEpath tai( Sj)

where path is the time optimal path from Sin,i to SJ,i' We compare this time window
with that used by M' to make transitions from the corresponding initial state s~n,i to the
corresponding final state sj,i' To obtain the latter time window, the goal-table of M' needs
to be prepared to enable achieving sj,i from s~n,i' From the construction of section 5.3.1,
it is obvious that the time optimal path from S~n,i to sj,i is S~n,i -.. S~ctitle,i

-..

sj,i' The

external transition from S~n,i to S~ctitle,i is assumed to take zero time. Thus, the total time
window from S~n,i to sj,i is taHS~ctitle,i)' This is required to be equal to

EsiEPath taj(si).

The table model M' will survive such a test if the time windows match for all n stages.
As an example, let us consider testing the PES-..table-morphisms for I-level PES
such as SAMPLING (Figure 5.5). A particular SAMPLING task is set up as follows: a
robot initially at location #(0 0) samples some amount of liquid from storage located
at #(3040). We first apply PES-..table-morphisms mapping to generate a table model,
SAMPLING-O (Figure 5.7). We then obtain the completion time windows of actions,
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move, push, fill and pull from table models, MOVE-O, PLUG-O, SYRIN-O, and PLUG-

0, respectively. For each action, there is a given initial state and a desired goal state.
For example, the fill action starts from empty and expects to reach full. Correspondingly,
the goal-table of SAMPLING-O is prepared by the planner to enable achieving full from
empty. The goal-table of SAMPLING-O is shown in Figure 5.10. We compare the com-

pletion time window of each action we already have with that obtained from Figure 5.10.
As depicted in Figure 5.11, we observe the required identity.
In the same way we can test PES-+ table-morphisms for other subtasks such as OBJECTGETTING and INJECTING. The agreements lend support to the contention that the
PES-+table-morphisms is correctly implemented.

Once we have tested the table models for OBJECT-GETTING, SAMPLING, and
INJECTING, we then test the composed table model for FLUID-GETTING in the same
fashion since the latter is an abstraction of the composition of the former models.
phase
passive
moving
unplugged
pushing
empty
filling
plugged
pulling

goal
arrived
arrived
plugged
plugged
full
full
unplugged
unplugged

input
move

0
push

0
fill-it

0
pull

0

time-to-reach-goal
[50, 65J
[50, 65J
[5, 6]
[5, 6]
[10, 11.2J
[10, 11.2J
[3, 4J
[3, 4J

Figure 5.10: The Goal-table of SAMPLING-O.
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model

initial sta1e->
goal state

MOVE-Q

passive -> arrived

[50,55]

PLUG-Q

unplugged ->
plugged

[5,6]

time window

SYRIN-O

empty -> full

PLUO-Q

[3,4]
plugged->
unplugged

[l0,11.2]

model

SAMPLING-Q

initial sta1e->
~a1state

time window

passive -> arrived

[50,55]

unplugged ->
plugged

[5,6]

empty -> full

plugged->
unplugged

[10,11.2]

[3,4]

Figure 5.11: Testing SAMPLING-O.

5.4.2

Simulation Experiments

We now test the PES--..table-morphisms implementation by simulation. The simulation
experiments focus on the interactions between the models, external and internal to a
robot's cognition system, in the context of robot-managed fluid handling application.
A full scale experiment can be obtained by pruning the SES of Figure 3.1. However, a
reduced test environment (Figure 5.12) was designed to permit less time consuming trials.

5.4.2.1

The Test Environment

The environment enables testing a group of task-oriented internal models, i.e., operational models, supervised by a task orderer vis-a-vis a corresponding group of external
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B:TEST
TEST

I
telt-dec

,

EXTERNAL
I

INTERNAL
I
fnt-dec
I

ext-dec
I

SBLECTOR

ACTIONS

ORDBR

TASKS

III

III

ACTION

TASK

I

task-dec

ACTION

CONTRL

..... B:ACTlON - - - - - - - - - - - - , ..... B:GBT----....,
ACTION

GBT
I I

I I
action-spec

,,

MOVE

GET

get-spec
I

SYRIN

PLUG

-E:MOVE------. ..... E:SYRIN------.
MOVE
II

Il'IOrej5pec
MOVB-B

MOVB-O

SYRIN
II

s4nj5pec
SYRIN-B

SYRIN-O

I

GBT-B

GBT-O

E:PLUG------r
PLUG

II
plug-spec

II
PLUG-B

PLUG-O

Figure 5.12: The Test Environment.
models. The external models, expressed in forward-models specification, represent models of instruments and elementary actions. Each operational model is generated by an
instance of forward- table-morphisms to interact with its corresponding external model.
That is, operational models are implemented in class table-models. A single externaloperational model pair can be simulated to test the lowest level table model. In simulation, the table model controller will send to, and receive messages from, the corresponding
external model. If the operation completes normally this indicates that the homomorphic
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relation expressed in forward-+table-morphisms, was maintained between the table model
and the corresponding forward model.
Within the test environment, the entities that refer to the models of instruments, such
as SYRIN, and elementary actions, such as GET, MOVE, PLUG, are generalized and collected together as specializations in E:ACTION. Each entity in turn is specialized into-E
and -0 entities that refer to the underlying external and operational models, respectively.
Note that the motion-related external models, GET-E, MOVE-E, and PLUG-E are parts
of the robot's MOTION system. The entity, TASK, represents the operational portion
of the TASK MPU in Figure 3.1. By using context sensitive pruning associated with
selection constraints [29], we can generate a coupled model containing EXTERNAL and
INTERN AL configurations consisting of sets of models in one-to-one correspondence. The
INTERNAL configuration is a reduced version of a ROBOT's cognition system (Figure

3.1).

5.4.2.2

Extending the PES-to-Table Morphism for Simulation

Task planning abstraction hierarchies allow task execution to skip over lower-level
details and to be supervised at higher level of abstractions. However, in actual simulati~n,
the status of the low-level dynamic models must be updated to reflect actual execution.
Thus, to employ higher level abstraction for faster simulation (rather than execution
control) more information on low level state variable changes must be retained by the
morphisms.
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In the forward-models specification, the action slot of an activity specifies a change in

the state of a model. During the forward .... table-morphisms mapping, all the expressions
for updating state variables are analyzed and processed into a list of attribute-value pairs,
each with a state variable as its attribute. Such a list is held in the additional effects slot
of the resulting table tuple. All of the effects are accumulated in goal planning. For
multiply occurring state variables, the most recent effects always overwrite previous ones.
For higher level abstraction, the underlying forward models in which the effects work are
also specified so that the effects can be evaluated in appropriate environments. This is
necessary since the values of state variables might be specified as procedures rather than
explicitly.

5.4.2.3

Simulation of the Task Hierarchy

Given a task decomposition tree represented in a PES, we first apply the PES.... tablemorphisms mapping to generate corresponding table models. Let us refer to the composed

table model corresponding to the root entity as the root table model. Then we simulate
the task in the sequence of its primitive actions. In simulation, the task orderer will cause
the low level table models be deployed in a sequence corresponding to the leaves of the
task decomposition tree. As each table model is deployed, its controller will interact with
the corresponding external model. The final state reached and time needed to reach it,
will be compared with the corresponding state and completion time window predicted by
the root table model. The testing of state correspondence is done by comparing the values
of state variables of low level external models with the execution effects predicted by the

________________________ . _____ .______

.- .. __ .....

._~~·_·4_

_---
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root table model. The root table model will survive a test if the states match and the
actual completion time falls within the predicted time window. In fact, the composition
of low level external models serves as a detailed base model that can be used to carry out
the task specified by the root entity. If the root table model survives a test, this implies
that it implements an operational abstraction of such a detailed base model. This is what
should be expected of the root table model.
As an example, let us consider testing the PES-table-morphisms for l-level PES
such as SAMPLING (Figure 5.5). We first apply PES-table-morphisms mapping to
generate a table model, SAMPLING-O. Then a task sequence given in the task orderer is
executed. As the simulation run ends, we observe its completion time and save the current
values of state variables of each external model, for example, MOVE-E, PLUG-E, and
SYRIN-E for SAMPLING. On the other hand, we obtain the corresponding time window
from the table model and directly evaluate the execution effects in the environments of
the underlying external models. The results should agree with the ones obtained with
simulation. As a concrete example, we simulated a particular SAMPLING task in which
the robot initially at location #(0 0) samples some amount of liquid from storage located
at #(30 40). The directly evaluated and simulated transition time, time window, and
execution effects are listed in Figure 5.13.

The simulated completion time for the

sequence, 69.1, properly falls within the predicted time window [68, 76.2] obtained from
the table model SAMPLING-O. This is also true for each individual step. Meanwhile, the
directly evaluated state variable values are the same as the simulated ones. This agreement
indicates that the table model, SAMPLING-O, implements an operational abstraction of
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move

move-e
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push

plug-e

5
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fill

syrin-e
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1.2

((level full-level)
(phase full»

pull

plug-e

3

3

1
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CDbue arrived))'

«(phase lUIplugged»
«movc-c
«dircc:lioo (direction-CD»
(position (rmal-positioo»
(phase arrived»)

sampling

68
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8.2

(~-C

( level full-level)
~efuU»)

~ug-C
)

(phase IUIplugged»)

• a: direct evaluation of table model SAMPLINO-D

*b:

simulation of sequence MOVE, PUSH, FILL, PULL

Figure 5.13: Testing SAMPLING-O.
a detailed base model that can be used to carry out the SAMPLING subtask. In the same
way, we can test the composed table models OBJECT-GETTING-O and INJECTING-O
for subtasks OBJECT-GETTING and INJECTING, respectively. These agreements lend
support to the contention that the PES-+table-morphisms is correctly implemented for
I-level PES.
For n-Ievel PES, we adopt the same approach to testing the PES-+table-morphisms.
For example, we simulated the FLUID-GETTING task at the low level of abstraction, i.e.,
the sequence of its primitive actions. To be concrete, Figure 5.14 presents the simulated
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and directly evaluated results of a particular FLUID-GETTING task including the following steps: The robot initially at location #(020) first gets a syringe from the storage
rack at #(0 0), then uses it to sample some liquid from the other storage rack at #(30
40), and finally injects the liquid sampled into a container also at the latter storage rack.
The completion time was found to fall within the predicted time window obtained from
the goal-table of the table model, FLUID-GETTING-D. The values of state variables
also agreed with the results of directly evaluating the execution effects provided by the

goal-table. These agreements lend support to that the PES-table-morphisms is correctly
implemented for 2-level PES. As more test cases are passed, we are more confident that
the PES-table-morphisms implementation is correct.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we have implemented an abstraction mechanism for systematic derivation of task abstraction hierarchies that support hierarchical task execution at different
levels of abstraction. The morphism class, PES-table-morphisms, has been developed to
do the abstraction process that systematically generates table models for the nodes of a
task decomposition tree represented in a pruned entity structure. At the leaves, the table
models are derived through the use of forward-table-morphisms developed in Chapter
4. A corresponding execution structure is formed with the assignment of controllers and
supervisors, respectively to the leaves and upper level nodes of the model tree. Such an
abstraction approach has been demonstrated and tested in a fluid handling example in a
space-borne robot-managed laboratory.

-
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Transition Time

Task

OBJ'ECT-GETIING
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23.0

23.0

Time
Window
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3.0

Effects
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)
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«move-e
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"'a: direct evaluation of the corresponding table model.
"'b: simulation of sequence of primitive actions.

Figure 5.14: Testing FLUID-GETTING-O.
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CHAPTER 6
MORPHISMS AND MODEL BASE COHERENCE

6.1

Introduction

This chapter substantiates the claim that partitioning of SESs and use of abstraction
morphisms are crucial for supporting model base coherence. Model base coherence is
the ability to maintain consistency of models with each other when modifications are
made or new models are added to the model base. Model base coherence is necessary for
evolvability, the ability to conveniently extend and modify the model base. Generally,

consistency needs to be maintained in at least, but not exclusively, the following cases:

1. There are changes in the parameters of an external model of an instrument that
affect the phase crossing boundaries, and accordingly, the operational timings. For
example, the state variable full-level is varied for each size of syringe, so are the
boundaries for phases full and over-filling, and the filling time.
2. The model structure, and accordingly its behavior, are modified. For example in
FLUID-GETTING task planning, upon getting a syringe, the robot needs to wash
the syringe to make sure it is clean enough for sampling and injecting liquid. Thus,
we need to regenerate the corresponding table model to include the WASHING
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subtask. As a result, the newly updated model has different operational timings as
well as phase transition structure from its predecessor.
3. New models are added to the model base. For example, a new instrument, mixer
is added to the space-borne laboratory. We not only define the external model of
mixer, but also create the table model which serves as the internal model used by a
robot to operate such a mixer.
4. In general, analogous to the software life cycle case, models may be successively
evolved and changed during development, and also later, to meet changing requirements. The lumped models derived from them might need to be regenerated to
remain consistent.

Our approach to achieving coherence and evolvability requires that there be a systematic way of recognizing when models of the same underlying entity are being referenced.
Organizing models by the entity they model, rather than the context they are used in,
facilitates such coherence. Meanwhile, the partitioning of a large SES into smaller chunks
supports such entity-based organization. Models of an entity may be related by abstraction morphisms so that when one is changed others must be amended to retain consistency.
With entity-based partitioning and morphism mapping, all models of an entity are readily
recognized and interrelated. Extension to the SES/MB framework has been implemented
to realize such concepts.

---"-

"---~"'-~"----------
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6.2

Partitioning of SESs

This section reviews the argument of [29, 32] to show why partitioning of SESs is
necessary. Consider an SES for testing a space adapted syringe shown in Figure 6.1. The
specialized fluid handling MPU (Model-Plan Unit) [29] is decomposed into an operator for
filling and emptying a syringe and a diagnoser for discovering the causes of any operational
faults. A model of the syringe is referenced in three places but each is labeled differently:
SYRIN-E (external model), SYRIN-O (operational model), SYRIN-D (diagnostic model).
In this approach there is no formal way of recognizing that models of the same underlying

entity are being referenced. The various models of syringe are dispersed throughout the
structure. We can greatly improve coherence by using an SES in which the generic entity
SYRIN replaces each of its special cases and by collecting them together as specializations
in an SES, E:SYRIN, as in Figure 6.2, the coherent entity structure base for testing an
arbitrary instrument handling MPU. Organizing models by the entity they model, rather
than the context they are used in, facilitates evolvability.
To test a syringe handling MPU, we prune the TEST SES shown in Figure 6.2. Upon
reaching those entities with associated SESs, the pruning process will sew together the
underlying SESs piece by piece. For example, the SES E:INSTR will be plugged in to
replace the entity INSTR in the TEST SES, and then the specialized instrument, SYRIN
will be replaced by E:SYRIN. Note that the entity INSTR is a multiply occurring entity.
We choose context insensitive pruning of E:INSTR to select a specialized entity, SYRIN
to uniformly replace all occurrences of it. Now the entity SYRIN becomes a multiply
occurring entity. This time we choose context sensitive pruning of E:SYRIN which is
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INS1R: instrument

SYRIN: syringe
HI'R: hearer

MXR-D

MPU: model-plan unit
CON'IROL: cootrollcr

DIAGN: diagnostic engine

MXR:mixcr

Figure 6.1: Dispersed SES for Testing an Arbitrary Instrument Handling MPU with
Operational and Diagnostic Capabilities.
plugged in to replace SYRIN. Three copies of E:SYRIN are made for each occurrence
of SYRIN. Each copy is separated pruned, renamed, and pasted back in the appropriate
context. As a result, we select the specializations, SYRIN-E, SYRIN-O, and SYRIN-D
in the corresponding contexts, TEST-DEC, OP-DEC, and DI-DEC, respectively. The
resulting PES is shown in Figure 6.3. As illustrated by SYRIN-E-SYRIN JNSTR, the
sequence of selections from specializations is reflected in the name automatically given a
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Figure 6.2: Coherent Entity Structure Base for Testing an Arbitrary Instrument Handling
MPU with Operational and Diagnostic Capabilities.
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pruned entity; the sequence information is later employed to endow the entity with its
inherited properties [29].
The power in this approach is that the same SES may be pruned to generate a family
of models capable of testing MPUs for handling the various instruments organized in
E:INSTR. Moreover the system is nicely evolvable: to add a new instrument, we place
its name in E:INSTR and define a new SES for its models. Note that the autonomous
space-borne laboratory shown in Figure 3.1 is organized in exactly the same manner.

TEST
test-dec

I
MPU

I

mpu-dec
I

I

OPERATOR

I

op-dec
I

DIAONOSER

I

di-dec
I

I

CONTRL

Figure 6.3: PES for Testing Syringe Handling MPU.

------------------
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6.3

Morphisms and Coherence

We now show how morphisms are attached to partitioned SESs to achieve model
base coherence. To represent knowledge about existing morphisms between models of an
entity, an attribute morphisms is associated with the root entity in a partitioned SES, for
example, the entity SYRIN in E:SYRIN (Figure 6.2). The value filled in the morphisms
slot is a list of triples. For each triple, the first slot is a pair of base and lumped models
that are related by the morphism class specified in the second slot; the third slot specifies
the morphism instance that is employed to perform the abstraction mapping from the
base model to the lumped version listed in the first slot. For instance, a triple for models
of syringe might be the following:
((SYRIN-E SYRIN-O)

forward~table-morphisms

syrin-ftm).

As shown in Figure 6.4, there are three different sizes, small, medium, and large, of
syringes available. For a model of syringe, its full-level is determined by the syringe's
size. Consequently, the phase crossing boundaries and timings depend on size. As shown
in Figure 6.4, for all sizes of SYRIN-E, there is an instance of forward~table-morphisms
that automatically creates a corresponding table model, SYRIN-O. To realize various sizes
of syringe, the entities, LARGE, MEDIUM, and SMALL might refer to forward models
of syringe with only appropriate state variables settings. Having pruned E:SYRIN, the
specialized entity, for example, LARGE-SYRIN-E is synthesized through inheriting the
model structure, in the form of rules, of the external model, SYRIN-E, to the specialized
choice, LARGE. This results in a large version of SYRIN-E. In this way, various sized
versions of SYRIN-E can be constructed. From here on, for each size of syringe, the

--- _. __ .-_.-----
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SYRIN
~morphisms:

(((syrin-e syrin-o)
forward-table-morphisms syrin-ftm))

II
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SYRIN-O
SYRIN-D
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Figure 6.4: SES for Syringe with Sized Versions.
corresponding table model can be automatically generated by the same forward-t tablemorphisms mapping. Similarly, other instances of forward-ttable-morphisms connect
external and operational models of other instruments and their sized versions (Figure 6.5).
Such ability to automatically maintain consistency of related models greatly contributes to model base coherence. By contrast, model bases without explicit morphism
objects may contain sets of models whose parameters are correlated implicitly. Such
model bases are extremely difficult to build and maintain. For example, the diagnostic
model of syringe, SYRIN-D is derived from the external model, SYRIN-E, but not in a
homomorphic fashion [29]. Thus, we need to manually update each sized version. Further
research is needed to develop an abstraction morphism for deriving diagnostic models
from device structures.
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Figure 6.5: Coherent Models of Instruments.

6.4

Extension to SES1MB Framework

Refinements in the SES/MB framework were developed in support of multifacetted
system design, specifically for autonomous space-borne laboratory automation [29, 31].
Such refinements include partitioned system entity structures and context sensitive pruning that support model reusability, model base coherence and evolvability, and system
configurability [14,32]. The SES/MB framework has been further extended to support
the advanced concepts discussed here.
Basically, there are two ways to maintain consistency of related models, either before
their organizing SES is used in pruning or at the beginning of the transform process.
The first case employs the update-related-models procedure as we shall see in a moment.
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In the second case, models of each entity with morphisms attribute will be consistently
maintained. We now discuss these two approaches in more detail.

6.4.1

Updating Related Models

In order to maintain consistency of related models organized in a partitioned SES or
a PES, we provide the update-related-models procedure. This procedure makes use of the
morphism information specified in the morphisms attribute of the root entity for necessary
abstraction mappings. The pseudo-code description of this procedure is presented in
Figure 6.6.
As an example, we apply the procedure to update related models of syringe organized
in E:SYRIN (Figure 6.2). First, the procedure finds the morphism information at the root
entity SYRIN for mapping model SYRIN-E into SYRIN-O. It asks the user to confirm the
necessary forward-table-morphisms mapping on the basis of his knowledge of existing
models. If desired, the morphism instance applies its method to derive a new version of
SYRIN-O. Generally, the update-related-models procedure will process each triple in the
morphisms attribute.
Recall that in Chapter 5, a task plan PES is abstracted into an isomorphic tree of
model abstractions by a PES-table-morphisms mapping. Similarly, the update-relatedmodels procedure can be applied to maintain consistency of related models in the resulting
abstraction tree. This is so since this procedure is generic in a sense that it does not
know what the PES or SES represents and what kinds of models are generated. It relies
only on the fact that there is a morphisms attribute associated with the root entity

---_._-------_.-.--_._- . . _____ . _ _ _ _ _
- ---,---,._-_._-_
_ _ _ .0_
.... _ _ _ _ _
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Procedure update-related-models (ES)

{
ES: Entity Structure
root-entity (ES): returns the root entity of ES
get-attribute-value (ES, entity, attribute): returns the value of the attribute
attached to the entity in ES.

}
begin
Root := root-entity( ES)
MorphismJist := get-attribute-value(ES, Root, morphisms)
for each element M in MorphismJist do
{M is a triple of the form:
«base-model lumped-model) morphism-class morphism-instance).

}
begin
ask the user whether to activate the morphism mapping or not?
if "yes"
begin
load in the morphism instance specified in the third slot of M
set its instance variable pair-oi-models to the first slot of M
tell the morphism instance to apply method derive-model
end
else do nothing
end
end. {of update-related-models}

Figure 6.6: Pseudo-code Description of the update-related-models Procedure.
and each morphism instance has its own method to derive lumped models, leaving the
details of this method to the designer of the morphism instance. The process of shielding
the user of a morphism instance from its detail i,s called abstraction in object-oriented
programming paradigm. Such abstraction facilitates extensibility, the ability to add a new
morphism class without modifying earlier ones. Generally speaking, the update-relatedmodels procedure maintains consistency of related models organized in a partitioned SES

or a PES in a morphism sensitive manner - provided that each morphisL. object has its
own method to derive lumped models.

- ...-
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When applied to a task plan PES, the update-related-models procedure activates the
PES_table-morphisms method, derive-model that uses the following rules when retrieving

the table model corresponding to an entity in a task plan PES. Suppose that the entity
is named ENT.
1. if there is a table model ENT-O that exists in working memory or in the model

base, use it and skip next steps,
2. if there is an SES, E:ENT that exists in working memory or in the entity structure
base, continue abstracting E:ENT and skip next step, and
3. a default forward-table-morphisms instance is automatically constructed and activated with instance variables, pair-oE-models set to the default value, 1 and initials
set to the list of initial states assigned to the entity.
In order to make meaningful reuse of existing objects, the procedure will ask the user to
confirm the firing of rule 1 and 2 on the basis of his knowledge of the existing table model
and SES. Moreover, it is the responsibility of the user to properly associate meaningful
morphism information with the root entity of the reusable partitioned SES and predefine
the morphism instance specified.
As we mentioned in Chapter 5, each entity in a task plan PES must have assigned
initial and goal states for deriving the corresponding table model. Thus, in addition to
the morphisms attribute at the root entity, each entity has a phase attribute whose value
1 In the current implementation, the entity name is taken as the prefix of the model name it refers to.
Then suffices -E and -0 are appended to the prefix to form the names of the forward, and table, model,
respectively.
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is a pair of initial and goal states. (Note that in Chapter 5, we label out the initial and goal
states without explicitly specifying the phase attribute.) More than that, other attributes
are treated as external goal state settings that the model to which the entity refers must
achieve. We assume that such goal state settings are sent top down in the task planning
stage [35] so that these goal settings are associated with the entity that is responsible for
achieving them. As an example for a robot located at #(O 0) to sample some amount of
liquid from storage at #(30 40), the initial position and final destination must be specified
in the SAMPLING task planning, and then associated with the MOVE entity that refers
to the model used to carry out such a travel plan (Figure 6.7). Such external settings
will force the forward-+table-morphisms mapping to automatically regenerate the table
model with numeric timings. Otherwise, the user is allowed to choose between default
symbolic timings and numeric timings using default state variable settings of the given
forward model.
As an example, we maintain consistency of related models of the SAMPLING task
plan PES shown in Figure 6.7. For entity MOVE, the table model MOVE-O will be
regenerated with numeric timings by default forward-+table-morphisms mapping since
external settings, position and destination are given. Then we may use the existing table
model PLUG-O for entity PLUG1 and later for entity PLUG2. Upon reaching the entity
SYRIN, we can choose to abstract the partitioned SES E:SYRIN afresh to generate a new
version of table model SYRIN-O from its counterpart forward model SYRIN-E. Notice
that in principle we can organize models of MOVE and PLUG in the same manner as
that of SYRIN.
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SAMPLING

I

~morphisms:
~phase:

« (sampling-e sampling-o)

pes-table-morphisms sam-ptm»
(passive unplugged)

sample-dec

I

PLUG2

SYRIN

~phase:

(plugged unplugged)

-phase: (empty full)

PLUG1

-phase: (unplugged plugged)

MOVE

~phase: (passive arrived)
-position: 1(0 0)
-destination: 1(30 40)

SYRIN

II

~morphisms:

(syrin-e syrin-o)
forward-table-morphisms syrin-ftm»

«

syrin-spec
I I

SYRIN-E

SYRIN-O

SYRIN: syringe

Figure 6.7: Entity Structure Base for SAMPLING Task.
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As we mentioned earlier, there are both base and lumped models specified in the
morphism information associated with the root entity of an SES or a PES. For example
as shown in Figure 6.7, SAMPLING-E and SAMPLING-O are listed in the morphism
information associated with the entity SAMPLING. Here SAMPLING-E is actually the
composition of all the component -E models, i.e., is a detailed base model that can
be used to carry out the SAMPLING task. Through the use of PES~table-morphjsms
mapping, it turned out that we can construct SAMPLING-O directly from the component
-0 models without actually constructing the complex base model, SAMPLING-E (see
Chapter 5). This is a major benefit of employing

PES~table-morphjsms

mapping for

deriving operational abstractions of a task decomposition tree.
Furthermore, the update-related-models procedure maintains consistency of related
models of a high level task plan such as FLUID-GETTING as well. Figure 6.8 shows
a partitioned entity structure base for the FLUID-GETTING task plan. The subtasks,
OBJECT-GETTING, SAMPLING, and INJECTING can be organized in the same manner as that in Figure 6.7 and share overlapping partitioned sub-SESs such as E:MOVE,
E:SYRIN, etc.

6.4.2

SES Pruning and Model Synthesis

In the SES/MB framework, we study a design alternative of a SES by employing the
pruning process to reduce the SES to a PES. Then the PES directs the synthesis of a
hierarchical simulation model under the transform procedure. Due to the inheritance
axiom of the SES [29], a specialized entity inherits all the attributes of its parent entity.

--_.
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FLUID-GETING

I

«(fluid-getting-e fluid-getting-o)
pes-table-morphisms fl-ptm»

-morphisms:

flget-dec

I

INJECTING

SAMPLING
-phase:

-phase:
(passive unpluqqed)

-phase:

OBJECT-GETTING

(passive unpluqqed)

(passive got)

OBJECT-GETI1NG

I

-morphisms:

«(object-qettinq-e object-qettinq-o)
pes-table-morphisms obj-ptm»

objget-dec
I

I

I
MOVE

-phase:

GET

-phase:

(none get)

(passive arrived)

SAMPLING

I

-merphisms:

«(samplinq-e sampling-e)
pes-table-morphsims sam-ptm»

sample-dec
I

I

PLUG2
-phase:

SYRIN
-phase:

PLUGl
-phase:

MOVE
-phase:

(plugged unplugged)

(empty full)

(unplugged plugged)

(passive arrived)

INJECTING

I

-morphisms:

« (injecting-e injecting-o)
pes-tabla-morphsims inj-ptm»

inject-dec
I

I
SYRIN
PLUGl

MOVE
-phase:

-phase:

-phase:

I

PLUG2

-phase:
(full empty)

(plugged unplugged)

(unplugged plugqed)

(passive arrived)

Figure 6.8: Entity Structure Base for FLUID-GETTING Task.
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Now for the application ofmorphisms, the pruning process partially breaks the inheritance
axiom by allowing a specialized entity to selectively inherit the morphisms attribute from
its parent. A specialized entity inherits a tuple of morphism information if it matches
either model specified in the first slot of that tuple. For example in Figure 6.2, SYRIN-E
and SYRIN-O will inherit the following morphism information
((SYRIN-E SYRIN-O)

forward-table-morphisms

syrin-ftm)

from their parent entity, SYRIN, but SYRIN-D won't. Then the inherited morphisms
attribute is used to consistently update related models under the modified transform
process.
The transform process searches all the leaf entities having morphisms attribute before
it actually constructs the simulation model. For each entity found, if it refers to the base
model in the associated morphism mapping, then the user is asked to determine whether
to activate the morphism mapping for deriving a new version of the lumped model. For
example, when the entity SYRIN-E is found in a PES, we can choose to generate a new
version of SYRIN-O through forward-table-morphisms mapping. In this way, related
atomic models are assured to be consistent with each other while they are replicated and
coupled together in a hierarchical fashion. The modified SES pruning and model synthesis
sequence is shown in Figure 6.9.
Note that this approach only maintains consistency of selected models. For example,
in transforming the PES for testing syringe handing MPU (Figure 6.3), only models
SYRIN-E and SYRIN-O will be consistently maintained if necessary. On the other hand,
the first approach using the update-related-models procedure can maintain consistency of
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PRUNING

PES

TRANSFORM

Simulation Model

Figure 6.9: Modified SES Pruning and Model Synthesis Sequence.

all related models in a model base. As an example shown in Figure 6.2, we can organize
models of mixer and heater in the same manner as that of syringe. By applying the

update-related-models to all partitioned SESs for instruments, we maintain consistency
of models of instruments before they are used in testing a particular instrument handling
MPU. However, this takes time.

6.5

Summary

Based on the abstraction morphism tools developed in previous chapters, we have
extended the ability of the System Entity Structure/Model Base framework to support

-- ---------.----
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model base coherence and evolvability through entity-based partitioning and morphism
mapping.
First, we organize models by the entity they model rather than the contexts they are
used in. The SES is then extended to represent knowledge about existing morphisms
between models of an entity. Thus, when one of the models is changed others can be
amended to remain consistency by morphism mappings. Two approaches were implemented to maintain consistency of related models organized in an SES or a PES. One is
to apply the update-related-models procedure to the SES or PES directly. The other is to
invoke the morphisms inheritance in SES pruning and then morphism mappings at the
beginning of model synthesis so that related models are consistent with each other upon
hierarchically constructing the simulation model. Such ability to automatically maintain
consistency of related models greatly contributes to model base coherence.

====-----------_--=__:-c_-=-__-__-___ _
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Building on the basis of the System Entity Structure/Model Base framework as implemented in DEVS-Scheme, this work implements mechanisms for systematic derivation
of abstractions in a multifacetted model base. Such abstraction mechanisms employ the
concepts of system morphisms. Morphisms provide criteria for validity of abstraction
that are lacking in other abstraction approaches. They also contribute to maintenance of
model base consistency. This is so since abstractions can be automatically regenerated
when their precursor models are modified.

7.1

Contributions

The results of this work contribute to the field of multifacetted modeling of high autonomy systems. First, we have presented a theory for supporting the construction of
DEVS models needed for event-based control. This theory shows how suitably operating
on the structure of DEVS models provides a basis for the design of event-based control.
We have established the formal homomorphism from a boundary-based Divs model to
an event-based-control DEVS model, two special cases of DEVS representation. This new
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theory provides a sound basis for further developing tools in order to systematically construct DEVS models needed for event-based control. The morphism class forward-lotablemorphisms has been implemented for the mapping of a forward model, which implements

a boundary-based DEVS model, to a table model implementing an event-based-control
DEVS model. The morphism class is employed to derive operational abstractions for use
as internal models within a high autonomy system. These abstractions are derived from
the forward models of external objects, such as instruments.
In order to support the execution of hierarchical task plans, we need morphism mapping
algorithms for constructing operational abstractions for task hierarchies. The morphism
class, PES-Iotable-morphisms, has been developed to do the abstraction process that systematically generates table models for the nodes of a task decomposition tree represented
in a pruned entity structure. A corresponding execution structure is formed with the assignment of controllers and supervisors, respectively to the leaves and upper level nodes
of the model tree. Thus, the PES-Iotable-morphisms not only supports hierarchical task
execution, but also reduces the computational demands required to produce simplified
models individually matched to the tasks needing to be performed. The latter is lacking
in other task planning approaches.
Finally, the morphism abstraction tools have been integrated into the SES /MB framework so that models can be constructed, validated, and organized into a coherent whole.
This is the first demonstration of a knowledge/model base management system that addresses the support of model base coherence.
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7.2

Further Work

Much work remains to be done to achieve a multi-formalism, multi-abstraction modelbased systems design. The following are suggested areas for further work:
1. Provide more morphisms for model abstractions in various formalisms. For example,

a device--.diagnosis-morphisms is needed for deriving diagnostic models from device
structures, and a space-map-morphisms is needed for expressing spatial relation
between world models [60].
2. Make better estimate of the time windows used in event-based-control DEVS models. In determining the time windows, we can also consider initial state uncertainty
and parameter variations within normal limits of the boundary-based DEVS model.
3. Develop theory-based tools to certify the correctness of morphisms implementation.
4. Develop tools to assess the validity of abstractions relative to the given objectives.
Zeigler [23] presented an approach to this issue using experimental frame concepts.
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APPENDIX A
DEVS FORMALISM AND DEVS-SCHEME

A.1

DEVS Formalism

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism introduced by Zeigler [23]
provides a means of specifying a mathematical object called a system. Basically, a system
has a time base, inputs, states, and outputs, and functions for determining next states
and outputs, given current states and inputs [25].
A DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) is a structure:

M

= (X,S,Y,6intt6ezh A,ta)

where
X is the input value set.
S is the sequential state set.

Y is the output set.
6int :

8 -.. 8, the internal transition function.

6e~t :

Q x X -.. S, the external transition function

where Q is the total state set = {(s,e)ls E 8,0

ta : 8

--j.

~

e ~ ta(s)}.

R6,oo, the time advance function.

A : 8 -.. Y, the output function.
Basically, a DEVS system behaves as follows: assume that the system enters the state

s at time t. Then after an elapsed time e, where 0 ~ e ~ ta(s), an input x is received. The
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system immediately responds to the external event, enters the new state sl

= 6 :z:t (s, e, x),
e

and schedules ta( SI) tiine units for next internal transition. On the other hand, if there
are no external events which occurred between time t and t +ta(s), then the system will
produce an output according to ). and move to new state sl = 6int(S) at time t

A.2

+ ta(s).

DEVS-Scheme

The DEVS-Scheme environment is an implementation of the DEVS formalism in
Scheme (a Lisp dialect) for supporting construction and simulation of hierarchical discrete event models. The DEVS-Scheme class hierarchy is shown in Figure A.1.
All classes in DEVS-Scheme are subclasses of the universal class entities which provides
tools for manipulating objects in these classes. Such tools include a constructor, makeentity, for constructing entities of a desired class, and a destructor, destroy to destroy
them, etc. The inheritance mechanism ensures that such general facilities need only be
defined once and for all. Models and Processors, the main subclasses of entities, provide
the basic constructs needed for modelling and simulation. Models is further specialized
into the major classes atomic-models and coupled-models, which in turn are specialized
into more specific classes. Class atomic-models realizes the atomic level of the DEVS
formalism while class coupled-models provides major constructs for hierarchical models
composition of the DEVS formalism. The simulation of DEVS models is based on the
abstract simulator concepts developed as a part of the DEVS theory [26]. The abstract
simulator concepts are implemented by the class processors, which has three specializations: simulators, co-ordinators, and root-co-ordinators. The root-co-ordinator is the
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Figure A.1: Class Hierarchy of DEVS-Scheme .
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manager of the overall simulation. Simulators and co-ordinators are assigned to handle
atomic-models and coupled-models, respectively. The simulation process is managed by
passing messages between these specialized processors. The messages carry information
concerning internal and external events, as well as synchronization data. The complete
description of DEVS-Scheme is in [29].

A.3

DEVS-Scheme Implementation of DEVS Basic Models

In the DEVS-Scheme realization, a model is viewed as possessing input and output
ports through which all interactions with the environemnt take place. Therefore, the
DEVS formalism is refined so that both the input and output sets X, Y consist of pairs
of the form (port,value). An external input event of the form x

= (p, v) indicates that a

value v has been received at an input port p. Similarly, y = (p, v) represents the sending
of a value v to the output port p.
The port-value pairs are defined using the content structure:
(define-structure content port value).
An instance of content structure is created using the make-content function. The slots
port and value are accessed using the content-port and content-value procedures created

by Scheme.
The set-theoretic components of the DEVS formalism are realized in DEVS-Scheme as
shown in Figure A.2.

-- ---------------------=-
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Let

s
e
x
Then

represents a data object standing for sequential state
be a non-negative number
represents a content structure for a port-value pair
definitions in DEVS-Scheme adhere to the form:

• internal transition function:
(define (int s) ••• )
return same type as s
• external transition function:
(define (ext sex) ••. )
return same type as s
• output function:
(define (out s) ••• )
return a content structure
• time advance function:
(define (ta s) ..• )
return a non-negative number of 'inf (symbol for infinity)
The •.• represents function body definition expressed in Scheme.

Figure A.2: How the set theoretic components of the basic DEVS formalism are realized
in DEVS-Scheme.
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A.4

Atomic-Models Realization of DEVS Models

In DEVS-Scheme, the class atomic-models realizes the atomic level of the DEVS for-

malism. It has instance variables corresponding to each of the parts of this formalism.
For example, atomic-models has instance variables x, s, yand e, corresponding to the sets
of the DEVS formalism. It also has instance variables int-transfn, ext-transfn, outputfn,
and time-advancefn to hold the corresponding internal transition function, external transition function, output function, and time-advance function, respectively, which take the
form of Figure A.2. These function are applied to the state of the model by the methods
int-transition, ext-transition, output? and time-advance?

To simulate an atomic model, say M, the simulator proceeds principally as follows:
• When the simulator receives a message indicating that the next internal event is
that of the model it:
- emits:
(send M output?)
causing M to apply its output function, (outputfn s).
- emits:
(send Mint-transition)
causing M to apply its internal transition function (int-transfn s) to update its
state, s.

----

.__.. - ..

--~-
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- updates the time-of-last-event and time-of-next-event slots:
time-of-last-event

= time-of-next-event

time-of-next-event = time-of-next-event

+ (send M time-advance?)

• When the simulator receives a message indicating an arrival of an external event to
the model it:
- computes the elapsed time
e = time carried by the message - time-of-last-event
and sends it to M: (send M set-e e)
- sends message content to M:
(send M set-x content-of-message)
- emits:
(send M ext-transition)
causing M to apply its external transition function (ext-transfn sex) where it
has just received the updated values of x and e.
- updates the time-of-last-event and time-of-next-event slots:
time-of-last-event = time-of-next-event
time-of-next-event

= time-of-next-event + (send M time-advance'?)

Clearly, from both structure and behavior viewpoints, the class atomic-models realizes
the DEVS formalism.
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In the implementation of DEVS-Scheme, a normal form representation is used for
atomic-models and its subclasses. In this representation, the state is specified as a struc-

ture:
(define-structure state phase sigma ... )
where ... indicates additional state variables may be added. That is, a state contains
phase and sigma among other state variables. Sigma holds the time remaining to the

next internal event. This is precisely the time advance value to be produced by the timeadvance function. Thus, every atomic model is created with its time-advancefn instance
variable set to the access procedure supplied by Scheme, state-sigma. That is, the time
advance function just reads the state variable sigma to get the time advance value. Several
macros were defined to help manipulate sigma and phase. For example, (hold-in '{phase}
(time) sets state variable phase to '(phase) and sigma to (time). This causes the model
to stay in the given phase for the specified time. In fact, the time advance function is
broken into separate procedures in the form of macros and each embedded in external
and internal transition functions. That is, we only define internal transition, external
transition, and output functions explicitly when using the normal form atomic-models
specification.

A.5

Forward-Models Realization of DEVS Models

As a speci3.1.ization of atomic-models, the class forward-models inherit all the instance
variables and methods of atomic-models. In addition, forward-models has instance variables int-activities and ext-activities which are to contain lists of internal and external
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activities, respectively. The major difference is that there are predefined internal transition, external transition, and output functions which fill the int-transfn, ext-transfn
and outputfn slots of all forward models, respectively. That is, all instances have the
same underlying transition and output functions which implement the forward chaining inference engine [29]. What makes them different are the rules expressed as data in
their int-activities and ext-activities state variables. The clear separation of the domaindependent models and the domain-independent inference engine facilitates modularity
often claimed for rule-based systems.
In order to see how forward-models realizes the DEVS formalism, we first show that
every atomic model can be simulated by a forward model. Given the internal transition,
external transition, and output functions of an atomic model M as follows:
internal transition function: (int-m s),
external transition function: (ext-m sex),
output function: (out-m s),
we define a forward model representative F which inherits all state variables of M. Then
we write rules to it as follows:
(send F add-ext-activities
(list (make-activity 'condition '#true
'action '(ext-m sex»»
(send F add-int-activities
{list (make-activity 'condition '#true
'before-output '( out-m s)
'action '(int-m s»»
To simulate F, both internal and external transition functions check their respective
lists of activities for the first one whose condition is satisfied, then execute its action.
Thus, F executes (ext-m sex) when receiving an external event since F has only one
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external activity whose condition is always true. Similarly, F executes (int-m s) at internal
transitions. Also, F produces an output determined by (out-m s) before making an
internal transition. Let F and M be started in corresponding states, Le., let correspond
ing state variables set to the same value, they will transmit to corresponding states and
produce the same outputs at the same times. We can see that F simulates M in a
homomorphic fashion. Since the atomic-models realizes the atomic level of the DEVS
formalism, we then conclude that the forward-models also realizes the DEVS formalism.
Generally speaking, when a model's transition and output functions can be easily
developed in a rule oriented style of thinking, we can decompose them into smaller parts
each is embedded in an activity of a forward model - this ability to provide an additional
level of granularity is one of the advantages of employing forward-models.
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APPENDIX B
OVERVIEW OF SCHEME SYNTAX

This appendix provides an overview of the form of Scheme programs. In particular, we
describe the differenet types of expressions used in this dissertation. These expressions
are of two kinds: those standard in Scheme and those used in DEVS-Scheme. The format
of an expression is in boldface type with all its parameters placed in angle brackets.
Following the format, an explanation appears in plain type. For a detailed descripion of
the Scheme Language readers are referred to [37, 38, 39].

PART I: expressions standard in Scheme

• (and (expl) ••• (expn) ••• ) performs the logical operation, and on the values of
a sequence of expressions.
• (begin (exp1) ••• (expn» evaluates a sequence of expressions, and returns the
value of the last one.
• (equal? (expl) (exp2) determines if the values of (expl) and (exp2) are identical
or equivalent lists, characters or strings.
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• (define-structure (structure) (slotnamel) ••• (slotnamen» defines a record
structure named (structure) that has components specified by (slotnamel) ...
(slotnamen) .
example: (define-structure content port value)
- (make-(structure) {slotnamel valuel)... (slotnamen valuen» creates
an instance of (structure) with slots filled.
example: (make-content 'port 'in 'value 'johl)
- ({structure)-{slotname) object) accesses the value of the slot (slotname) in
the object which is an instance of (structure).
example: (content-port x), where x is an instance of content structure.
- (set! ({structure)-{slotname) object) (exp» changes the value of the slot
(slotname) in the object which is an instance of (structure) to the value of
(exp).
• (quote (exp» or '(exp) returns (exp) unevaluated. For example, 'a returns the
symbol A.
• (send (object) (method) (argl) ... (argn» tells the (object) to apply its method
(method) with the arguments «argl) ... (argn»).
• (set! (variable) (exp» changes the value of (variable) to the value of (exp).
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PART II: Macros defined in DEVS-Scheme
• (hold-in '(phase) (time) sets state variable pllase to (phase) and sigma to (time)
when used in a model. Note that the state is defined as a structure containing at
least phase and sigma slots.
• (passivate-in '(phase) sets state variable phase to (phase) and sigma to 'inf
(symbol for infinity) when used in a model.
• (passivate) sets state variable phase to 'passivate and sigma to 'inf when used in
a model.
• (make-pair (class-name) '(name» creates both an instance named (name) of
the model class (class-name) as well as an appropriate processor attached to it.
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APPENDIX C
FORWARD MODEL SPECIFICATION OF SYRINGE

(make-pair forward-models 'syrin-e)
(send syrin-e def-state ,(
level
phase-boundary&input
neighboring-boundaries
burst-level
full-level
empty-level
nominal-fill-rate
nominal-empty-rate
tube-angIe-range
tube-angle

»
(send syrin-e set-s (make-state
'interpreter-phase 'test-condition
'ext-activities 'e)
'int-activities 'e)
'sigma 'inf
'phase 'empty
'level 0
'phase-boundary&input emake-phase-table)
'neighboring-boundaries 'e)
'burst-level 1000
'full-level 100
'empty-level 1
'nominal-fill-rate 10
'nominal-empty-rate 10
'tube-angIe-range '(89 91)
'tube-angle 90

»
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iii;;; macro definitions

(macro fill-rate (lambda(e)
'(let* (
(angle-effect (* .1 (abs (- (stato-tube-angle s) 90»»
(rate (- (state-nominal-fill-rate s) angle-effect»
)

(if (> rate 0) rate .001)

»)

(macro fill-time (lambda(e)
'(leU (
(fill-amount (- (state-full-level s)(state-level s»)
)

(if (> fill-amount 0)
(I fill-amount (fill-rate»
)

1

»)
(macro empty-time (lambda(e)
'(let* (
(angle-effect (* .1 (abs (- (state-tube-angle s) 90»»
(empty-rate (- (state-nominal-empty-rate s) angle-effect»
(empty-amount (- (state-level s)(state-empty-level s»)
)

(if (and (> empty-rate 0)(> empty-amount 0»
(I empty-amount empty-rate)

o

(macro burst-time (lambda(e)
'(I (- (state-burst-level s) (state-full-level s»

»

;;;;; make phase->boundarytinput table
;;;;; attributes:
phase boundary

(fill-rate»

input

(send syrin-e add-phase '(empty (empty-level tube-angle-range) 0»
(send syrin-e add-phase
'(filling (empty-level tube-angle-range) nominal-fill-rate»
(send syrin-e add-phase
'(over-filling (full-level tube-angle-range) nominal-fill-rate»
(send syrin-e add-phase '(full (full-level tube-angle-range) 0»
(send syrin-e add-phase
'(emptying (full-level tube-angle-range) nominal-empty-rate»
(send syrin-e add-phase
'(under-emptying (empty-level tube-angle-range) nominal-empty-rate»
;;;;; add neighboring boundaries
(send syrin-e add-neighboring-boundaries '«empty-level tube-angle-range)
(full-level tube-angle-range»)

---------
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iii;;;;;;;;;; response to control commands
(send syrin-e add-ext-activities
(list
(make-activity
'condition '(and (equal? (state-phase s) 'empty)
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) 'fill-it»
'(hold-in 'filling (fill-time»

'action
)

»
(send syrin-e add-int-activities
(list
(make-activity
'condition '(equal? (state-phase s) 'filling)
'before-output '(make-content 'port 'sense
'value '(full-sensor #t)
'action
'(begin
(set! (state-level s) (state-full-Ievel s»
(hold-in 'over-filling (burst-time»)
)

(make-activity
'condition
'action

»

'(equal? (state-phase s) 'over-filling)
'(begin (set! (state-level s) 0)
(passivate-in 'burst»

)

(send syrin-e add-ext-activities
(list
(make-activity
'condition '(and (equal? (state-phase s) 'over-filling)
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) 'stop»
'action

'(passivate-in 'full)

)

(make-activity
'condition
'action

'(and (equal? (state-phase s) 'full)
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) 'empty-it»
'(hold-in 'emptying (empty-time»

)

(make-activity
'condition

'action

»

)

'(and (equal? (state-phase s) 'under-emptying)
(equal? (content-port x) 'command)
(equal? (content-value x) 'stop»
'(passivate-in 'empty)
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(send syrin-e add-int-activities
(list
(malte-activity
'condition '(equal? (state-phase s) 'emptying)
'before-output '(malte-content 'port 'sense
'value '(empty-sensor #t»
'action
'(begin
(set! (state-level s)(state-empty-level s»
(passivate-in 'under-emptying»
)

(malte-activity
'condition #t
'action '(passivate)

»

)

(send syrin-e add-ext-activities
(list
(malte-activity
'condition #t
'action '(passivate)

»

)

Phase Transition Diagram
cmpty~scnsor

t

... notation:

C phase~
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